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Y>ZyyÅ¼A( 1990 �y 29 )[-ñgQ Qu0YCìXóó

âVÃZK‚;»f™”VÆ‚t7™**e’
|]7Ò3ªî E

GEGZ
Å.o-

÷GZ°Z,g¶Zv¬\�ÛâD÷X
LLZ¤/ÃðâVZgZŠmZL”VÆŠw~!*\ÆÜsÐ]ZzgŒz]

Æ_.!*]aZ™CìÂz{ŒÛWyÅ½ÆÜqÜs™CìXZkÃ
ZKgªZzg‚;ÜsZKfZ]J-özŠgDbeÂXZzg”V~
!*\Æ0Ð]Æ_.!*]aZ™äÐZA[™**e’XZzg)
Y+$ŠZggTƒñ”VÃz„½Š´e’�ŒÛWy™*5@*ìXóó

)d²ÃyXÄB0î EEZâYZvÑƒgÔ™271(

âVZzg!*\ŠzâVÃ”VÆn
4+%:àCe’

LL:âVZzg!*\ÆZÜt~ÐT»ZÜt$+F,ƒâkxz„ZzÑŠ~gZò
ƒY@*ìX:ŠzâV§sÅ$zgc*VWÐY™¦ƒC÷Zzg‰Ši¢[
3YC÷XZknyÆçÑ}Ã¼A¯**Ãð©à!*]7ìX¹
!*gq-ÃÐZy!*ÂVÃZzgZy©]ÃŠ9e’XWy~êZk!*]Ð

ƒÇāW\»yW\Æn¼A¯ìā7XW\Æ{z0+Æn¼A¯
ìā7XW\ÆaW\ŠzâVÐ\g™D÷ZzgZ�Zx™D÷ā
7XZ¤/%Š~$zgc*V÷Âúg]‚ZYzgZyÐÜsÃ™Cìā7
pÃÒ¢zg™CìāZy$zg-VÃŠzg™}X(Zzg0*uÀ:Ã
Æfg=z{ZL{z0+ÃŒCgSìZ¤/Z(ìÂZYìXZ¤/«!*'÷Â
Qz{úg]ZKWÒ{YVÅF,šMÅZI7ìX¸qw%ŠzV»ìX:
Z¤/p—gZ™x~Vä%ŠzV»**x71ZzgúgÂV»1ìÂZk~(,~
÷~ÕìX1yÅ¼A—hä~G%ŠÌZq-(,Z¸g~™ŠZgZŠZ
™D÷Zzgúg]»»xìāZKZzÑŠÅZyÐ™«™}X

)æ[72Šc1991Y®x‡Šc*y(
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—gZâgä¾zËfzÎg>ÃBÅˆz]Æ�̂Ûâc*:
LLZkz‰ÜŒV�W\÷}‚tpZ&ù÷X&

C}E+”VeúguÔ**gz}ZzgÎi+yÐWð÷XW\~Ð

ZÒÉÓxF,0*ÎyÐmgppzZà÷Zzg÷áh+‰»my*yÐ

ÌƒXZÒ{0+ZyÂŒV0*ÎyÐ„W™W!*Šƒñ÷X‰e:
�k‚w6,Zä{0+ZyW!*Š÷ZyÅi0+ŠHVŒV¦/g~÷XaaZ
ƒñÔ�ZyƒñÔZyÅ÷áŠc*VƒNZ[ZyÆWÐa÷XtÓx
{0+Zy�0*ÎyÐZy”V~Wñ÷c*ÂËñÅzzÐWñ÷c*
ZLçÙqÑ]4™äÅzzÐWñ÷XZ:ZvāŒVWä
zZáÓx{0+Zy¬ÅÚ¹4çÙqÑ]~i0+Ï¦/Zggì
÷óó

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLpW\Æt
çÙqÑ]W\ÃŠ+ÐZsxÅpzg]½Ð¸…:™Š,Xt
4çÙqÑ]W\ÃZk!*]Ð¸…:™Š,āW\Æ!*\ŠZŠZäÔ
),gÍVä(,~ŒÛ!**VŠ}™Z£e$ÃJwHåZzgQtÃÒÅ¶ā
ZKYV~Z£e$ÃYg~gOóóX

—gZâgä�Ûâc*LLW`W\ZkiâäÆZâxÃâ+ZzgZL
),gÍVÅŒÛ!*EVÅzzÐ„Zy”V~6,jyi0+Ï¦/Zggì÷X
ŒV6,W\ÃCÙ§bÅœ—$4lç GO÷X”VÅ½ÆñZµ$4lç GO÷X
W\ÃZv¬\ÆZy–VÅzzÐ}.Z»'×h+]¦/ZgÈ{àCe’óóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*:ËÆf‚~t
ìw7W**e’ātƒ¼÷}{z0+÷}!*\÷}dWÆizg
!*iz»³ì�Ûâc*ƒ¼}.ZÆaÐƒZìóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL}.ZÆa»»ŸìāW\
ZKf)ŠZg~Ã−}.ZÆa»»ŸìāW\ZL),gÍVÆ**x
gz×™äzZàƒVX}.ZÆa»»ŸìāW\|][ñúŠm
Z?xÅ½%æFM’)ÿ M™äzZàFX:ÜspŠ¿™,ZzgÉZKZzÑŠzV

ÅÌZk„Æ‚BôZã™,ZzgZyÅF,šM™,ā}z{f[
ÆWiZŠâjwYzÐŠ+ÐŠzg:?ØYNX{mîg6,±ÃVÅ(,~
ôZã™ã7,CìóóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL6÷áïƒäzZßV~Ð

X~ZÒe$úgÂVÅìZrVäW\Æ%äŠÚ÷XX
£òúgÂVäŒVÆ%ŠzVÐ÷áŠc*VÅ÷z{Zy%ŠzVÆ%ä
ÌŠBÏXZkn%ŠzVÅÌf)ŠZg~ìāz{ZyÅF,šM™,X
púgÂVÆâjw~5Z£~úg'W\úgÂVÆ%äŠBÏÔ

ÄB0î EEÆZ°ÎV~Z½úV~WåZC¿ŠBÏÔŠ´Z©x6,W\»
¿ÔW\Å0*È~ŠBÏW\Æ”VÅF,šMŠBÏóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLZ¤/W\Æ̧wz÷
~§ŠƒÇÔW\Ægz)õGOZsò½ÆÜsƒVÐXW\Zq-
Šzu}»Z�Zx7™g„ƒVÏÂZyÅ̂™»!*)̄FÏóóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL:ZL%äZyßÍVÆ
‚t‡ì™,XZ,%ä‡ì™,�ZsxÅ@½Æ%ä÷
@*ā6÷áïƒäzZßVÅF,šMƒnZzgW\ÆZy%âVÅzzÐ

W\Æn—yZy~zÝaZƒnXZsxZ£e$»�xà
ÃXVÆngZ5ÁÃX6,^™Z£e$»�xWÐà
ÃóóX
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úg]yÅôZyìXâVÃ¾qw”VÅ{§ŒÛ!*ãŠ´e’X "

‰âN�6,zÉ÷ÔeZË÷Ô7,Sè÷Ôp”VÅ{§ŒÛ!*ã™C÷ LL
ZzgyzV~gS÷Zzg”VÅF,šM™C÷óóX

C}E+̃´~pZ&Ðæ[( 2005m17 |]%iZäzgZ£:)  æ[:



—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLc*ŠgOW\Æ
%âVÃŠ*(,}̈gÐŠNg„ìXW`Zy”V~Š*ÆZ
˜´ÆßvW!*Š÷X²[ÔF,ÅZzgŠ*ÆŠzu}›ỹ´Ð

WäzZáßvW!*Š÷ÂZy›y”VÆßÍVÃZ#W\V™C÷
c*%ŠV™D÷ÂW\»Zsx6,¿Z¤/ZyÐ47ìÂtßvW\

ÐÎZw™,Ðā?~øg~ÚH4~ìX¬Cîā?ä
iâäÆZâxÃây™ZLZ0+gHZz[aZHì�Èg„ƒāëZyÃ
âyBóóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,äZq-zZ§Òy™Dƒñ�Ûâc*LL
Z#øg}+äF,uúgÂVÃVÅÔZ£e$»�xàc*ÂZrVä

WÐÐ�Z[Šc*HëZ£e$Jw™ÆZyúgÂVÅ§bƒYN�
6,Š{7™'óóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLPZq-Z+úg'

ZrVäŠ@ƒVÏ�6,Š{:™CƒVÏXZ[

ŠBZyP±YVZzgúgÂVÅzzÐZyßÍVäZ£e$Æ!*g{~

!*]GgÐZïg™Šc*X)®)Å$+**ò»ñZ#túg'±HV‘Í-CåGW{

FX—gZâgä�Ûâc*āLL|]ZŠk[ñúŠmZ?xä�Ûâc*ì

ā

øg}%h+…$+**x:™,X:|][ñúŠmZ?xÅ§s
™[ƒ™Z+!*ÂVÐÔZ,ZñgÐÈe’�Zsò½ÆÜs
÷X6,Š{Zsò¬ìX(,ZÅw™ÒyHŠHìóóX6,Š{Æ!*g{~—g

Zâgä�Ûâc*LL~z{!*]W\ÃÈg;ƒV�ŒÛWyÆ_.ìZzgz{!*]
W\ÃÈg;ƒV�ŒÛWy™*Èg;ìóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,äÎg>Z‡gÅWe$23»jZ!
Šïƒñ�Ûâc*āLLŒVZv¬àä¬Šc*ìāZKi“MªCÙ:™,
ÎZñZkÆ�Zk~Ð"Z(gªCÙƒXZzgZL¤/ââV6,
Zzh¨VeZw1™,X‰ZL{z0+zVÔ!*7VÔ{z0+zVÆ!*7VÔ
ZLœVÔ{z0+zVÆœVÆÔZL¸ÇVc*¸ÇVÆœVZzg

“VÆœVÆ‚t�i“MªCÙƒCìz{!*¹(W\äªCÙ7

™ãX�Ûâc*t¬ìāi“MªCÙ7™ãX�Ûâc*Zz6,ÀZÔeŠgz){h
ìÂZâah~ƒāŸ6,ÌWYñóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLZsòŠ*~˜V
Ì6,Š{»¦gìz;VueJ&4/õ EFE»¦gìX—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{

Òy æøÖûnø³–»³†ôe»³àøeô³íö³Ûö†ôâôà$Âø×øoqönöç»eôãôà$ Z+m,äŒÛWy™*ÅWe$
™Dƒñ�Ûâc*ā(,~eŠgÃZLuzVÐā™ZLñV6,á
Wc*™,óóX—gZâgä�Ûâc*LLn{ZL!*7VÔ@VÔ¸ÇVz){Æ
‚tîƒ@*ìp!*CÙYîÂ^7ƒ**e’óóX
—gZâgä�Ûâc*LL‚÷heÆn**uz){^g3YYìpn{
»!*¹z6,Š{~ƒ**e’Xc*Â(,~eŠgBXZ¤/',§z){¢8ìÂ
Z(ƒā¬Å0*È~ƒXßÃ^X™6,Š{7gL�0
Y@*ìóóX—gZâgä�Ûâc*LLCÙZq-úg]Zk!*]»Y,̂{áāHz{
ŒÛWy™*Æ¬Æ_.6,Š{™g„ìóóX

—gZâgä�Ûâc*LL$4è MG5WäzZàpZ&ÃHƒVāW\ZL
W\Ã%ä¯NXZsòx]Å{ØVw‡ì™,XZL
{z0+zVÃŠ+6,cgWæ™äzZÑ¯NX”VÃZsò½Š,XŠzu~
aZ›Z£~“VÆnÌVw‡ì™,X‰Šiˆ~WäzZà
UVÐWÐòYC÷óóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLZ�ÛiÔZ%MZzg
̀*~Z+pZ&÷MVä³ÅìZzgz{Vw0̂÷X�Ûâc*
ŒVÌ÷ā³ÅZzg6,Š{Ñzq™Šc*X6,Š{ÅVBÌ÷Zzg
Šzu}Z©â]6,¿™äÅVBÌ÷óóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,äZ£e$~5ŠZ4ƒäzZàpZ&
Ã#¥™Dƒñ�Ûâc*LLåc*ŠgOāZ¤/Ë0*Îã~Ãð',Zð
ŠBÂ™̂:3NóóX�Ûâc*LLPZq-%æEN~÷Â¹‚g~Zh÷X
W\äZy~ÐËÅ³7ÅX|]ZŠk[ñúŠmZsxÅ

³ÅìóóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL6,Š}»tÈ

CÙ¦/7āúg]ÈƒYñX|]Ñ™*~VÆiâ:~úg'
lV~ÌYC‰Zzg0*ãÌöC‰ZzgŠzu}»xÌ™C
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‰XWÀ]~VÆ¹ÐZ©xÅ=ô|]¬ÈgèZv�

Ð%z~ìX¹Y@*ìāWŠJŠ+|]¬Èñä2c*ìóóX—gZâg
ä�Ûâc*LLZ¤/Ë6g~ÅzzÐË{ÂyÃ»x™**7,}Ô5i#Ö™ã
7,}ÂÃðw`7XpZy5iáVÃ·:¯™6,Š}7ZF,ä
eÂóóX
—gZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*āLL�6,Š}ÅzzÐ»x»·:
™C÷tÜs·ä÷XZ¤/}gzuÌìÂZÐŠzg™äÅÃÒ

™,X({�ÐÃÒ™,Â}.Z¬\ÌæŠ�Ûâ@*ìóóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,ä6,Š}Æ!*g{~|]

ZŠk[ñúŠmZ?x»Zq-Z½k7™Dƒñ�Ûâc*LLW·X
ßÍVäŒVçÑ{»ZW,JwHìZkZW,Jw™äÅzzÐZyÆ
y',!*Š~~(,|‰÷X:”ƒg„÷X}±»:tŠ}Šêì
Â}±ÅeÏágìóóX

—gZâgä�Ûâc*:Zv¬àCÙZ£~úg]Zzg`Ã¾ò6,º
ƒñZsò½6,¿™äÅÂ=«�ÛâñX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLW\çÙqÑ]
4™ä7WNXW\ÆçÙqÑ]T§b4ƒñ÷Zâ„
W\Åf)ŠZg~Ì(,|YCìX”VÅF,šMÅf)ŠZg~eBÂ
„,ŠzgƒYNÏā¾§bZyÃWiZŠâjwÐÔ',ZÇVÐX**
ìóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLZy̧ñV~A
ŠwÐ!*]Gg»j,ìXZrVäW\ÃZLo~(Š~ìÔ
W!*ŠHìXtZy”VÅp!ìXCð»À˜£gZy»ZµÅÚ

¹Zz™ìXqÑèƒÐic*Š{CðÅ½ZsxäŠ~ìX¾qw
WiZŠ~Æ**x6,Zy”V~ZÜtÎiwQƒC÷XZy!*ÂVÐpŠ
ÌÈe’ZzgZL”VÃÌX**e’óóX

—gZâgä�Ûâc*āLLZv¬àä�t�Ûâc*ìāgitÅ;Æ
psÐZzÑŠÃO:™zXŒÛWy™*Å½CÙiâäÆnìXÃðZzÑŠ
ÃZk§bO7™@*ā9¡ç FN~¢Š~YñX¸ÈìāZ+
F,šM:™zāvg~ZzÑŠ',!*ŠƒYñóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLF,šMÆZ§&÷X
ŒVÓ#ÖÌyaŠîìXgitÅ;»Ãðps7XZy”VÆÒp
ÐZzgW\ÅÚÆÒpÐOZzÑŠ»tÈìāâV!*\ŠzâV
b¾äÆØtÐ»x6,−YD÷XayzV~(,}¸ð

™Šï÷XayzV~WiZŠƒD÷XâV!*\Æu6, Æ4Š
ñ�Š:ƒäÅzzÐ(,~/ÆayÐ!*CÙz‰Ü¦/ZgD÷Zzg
',ZÇV~7,YD÷Xc*‰âV!*\ZL”VÃË‡.ÞZ±g¿

|u™@*ìā”VÅi0+Ï Æ4Š™YD÷pz{ZyÐZ(]:
',!*ŠƒYCìXâV!*\ÃÂtƒ@*ìāëäWæaZ™ãìXÜs

…¾äÆØt~”VÅF,šMÅ§sÂz7Š}gìƒDXZk
§baâV!*\ÅF,šM:ƒäÅzzÐ',!*ŠƒgìƒD÷óóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,äWÀ]~VÅZq-ug$Òy
™Dƒñ�Ûâc*āLLúg]yÅôZyìóóX�Ûâc*LLâVÃ¾qwŒÛ!*ã
Š´e’X”VÅ{§ŒÛ!*ãŠ´e’XajwÐWNÂZ7y
~jy»âjwAXaZkzzÐ™gì÷āâV!*\»\g7
MXâV!*\b¾äÅŠzh~ÑgT÷XZKŠwV~̂zs
gT÷óóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLO™äÐt
ÈÌìā”VÃ…¾äÆnZ+(:Ù˜VŠ+ÐŠzg
−YNX‰zZ−+ZL”VÃgK/~Z+»V6,5i#Ö
™zZŠï÷˜VZyÆZÜtyZ[ƒgìƒD÷Xƒ™V~Ô
ÔVz){~5ix™zZŠï÷X

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*:âV!*\äZ¤/ZL
”VÃ½ŠßZðƒCÔF,šMŠ~ƒCÂz{©àg¶qÝ™äÆnt
½â™c*Vˆl7™,ÐóóX�Ûâc*LL{mîg6,̧VÃZ+5iáVÐ

¢zgX**e’óóX—gZâgä�Ûâc*LLb¾äÆn”VÅ
i0+ŠHV',!*Š:™,XZyÃCÙ¦/Z,»x7™äeÂóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLc*ŠgOZ¤/W\Ã
|][ñúŠmZ?xÅZk!*]Å6,zZ{7ìā÷}%h+ƒ™=
$+**x:™,XÂ}.ZÃÌW\Æ0*uwÅÃð6,zZ{7ìóó
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—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL:CÙZ£~`Ã
Z+5i#ÖÐÈe’˜VZkÆ¼k6,wsW@*ƒóóX

Q—gZâgZh+{Zv¬àÒ{Z+m,äg¤VÔ÷áŠ-V»f™
™DƒñWÀ]~VÆZkZg÷áŠÅ§sÂzŠÑðāLLg¤V~
åŠ+ÃŠdX�Ûâc*Z+(ģ:™z˜VŠ+:ƒóóX—gZâgZh+{

Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*āLLâV!*\ģ™Šï÷āøg~eÆ
qÑ]ZiƒYNÐXøgZ±»»gz!*g~F,¹™}ÇóóX�Ûâc*LLƒ
ÐZhqŠ+ìZkÃŠ9e’X±ÆÅŠ´qªÃŠ9e’Ñ
™*~Vä�Ûâc*ìāƒÐ¢zg~Š+ìZkÃŠ9e’%Š+
ŠAģ7™**e’XZ¤/ÜsŠ*ŠBÐÂ¸VÃŠ+ÐŠzg
™äzZà!*]ƒÏXFZ+(V÷�)®)ÐÂˆ÷ZL
yzVÐÌ–ˆ÷X:…ŠN™CÙ¦/gº7™äeÂX
Š+ŠN™gº™,óóX�Ûâc*LLZSbŒVÌF,šM~�¶ÃWCì
z{OZzÑŠ„ìóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLúgÂVÃZL
yzV~z‰Ü¦/Zg**e’óóX�Ûâc*

LL‰âN�6,zÉ÷ÔeZË÷Ô7,Sè÷Ôp”VÅ{§
ŒÛ!*ã™C÷ZzgyzV~gS÷Zzg”VÅF,šM™C÷óóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*āLLZv¬àäúg]
Ã�Z³ZiõìāZkÆ0*îVÆÒ83ï EEOGìtZknìāz{
¹ŒÛ!*ã™CìXZL”VÅF,šMÆnZKpZ÷]»™Æ
ŒÛ!*ã™CìXZkÎaÅzzÐā÷}a(ƒYNX=Zy
qzVÅÔŠ*Å¢zg]7ìÂ}.Z¬àZ+âƒVÅæŠ™@*ìXt
âN:ÂÜsZKZzÑŠÆn83ï EEOG¯äzZà÷ÉpŠÌ83ï EEOGqÝ

™äzZà÷óóX
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LLX6,}.Z»aì

z{ZkŠ*~Ì83ï EEOGÆÂg}ŠÙ÷XZkzzÐtßvZygnp
÷āWÒ{Ì}.Z¬\ZyÐg3»|u�ÛâñÇXWÒ{˜y~Ìz{
83ï EEOGŠBÐóóX

—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\Ò{Z+m,ä�Ûâc*LL:CÙZ£~úg]Ã

ZL£xÔ�ÛZøÃBƒñZk!*]Å§sÂzŠ´e’āZq-ÂZk
äZL0*u%ä‡ì™ä÷@*āZ£e$»�xàä~
@zçzy0nXŠzu}Š¬Æ‚BåZL”VÅF,šM™ä
zZàƒXZyÃh•ÐXäzZàƒXZ¤/W\Zk§bƒVÏÂQW\
ZKZzÑŠÃÌ±Šg±83ï EEOGÅJ-$Šî¬YNÏX}.ZW\ÃZkÅ
Â=Š}XW}óó

(2005 âÞ 10 âÞ@* 4 )Z̄ZÚD
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³~Šzª¾'VJ-îÅOñ(,}(,}»gz!*g~ZŠZgzVZzg
{0+ZâVJ-özŠƒ™g{YCìX6ÅŒÛWy~Zg÷áŠ!*g~¬\ìX
LLZzg�gzB?ÎŠ™äÆaŠïƒ@*āßÍVÆâßV~(,ñÂz{
gzBZvÆ—g~7(,kZzg�?ZvÅgŸqÝ™äÆa
i2>Æîg6,ŠïƒÂc*ŠgÅāZknÆßv}.ZÆ;VgzB(,Jgì
÷óóX)ZÇæOzx:04(

ZsxÅâàŒÛ!*ã»ãCŠ~ÑtìāZK̈yÆ0*k�âwzŠzª
ìXz{ƒZv¬\»Šc*ƒZìZzgZmZâ-$ìX

Z¤/Zv¬\ZkZâ-$~Ð¼zZ:¢8eìXZzgÈ}Ã
¾āZkÆŠñƒñâw~Ðz{ZkÅgZ{~ya™}Â7g~
pÙZzgZíZbÆ‚BZvÆZk¬Ãâ'ZzgZmgZ{~ya™**ZK̈y
Æa!*)̄XŠ]Zzg'×h+',»]Ã\.54/õ HGEZzgŒÛ[ZÅ:ö XW»4+fg=
ìX
ŒÛWy™*~!*g;âàŒÛ!*ã»¬Wc*ìXZzgtZk¢zg]Æ7Ãì
āâàŒÛ!*ãÐßÍV»H,Éƒ@*ìXßÍVÆZ0+g0*ÀÏaZƒCì

ZzgñðÃ'×h+¾ò‚ƒ@*ìXZzģxÅZ&bƒCìXZzģx
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Â=QìX:�¿}.Z¬\ÅgZ{~ya™äÐ<ÍZ@*ìXZzg
$zg~Š3@*ìZjtWe$æÃgDbe’XZg÷áŠ!*g~¬\ìX

LLZzg�ßvZkâwÆŠ¶~�ZväZæZLaÐŠc*ìXk
™D÷Xz{ZLnZjCÙ¦/ZY:−XZY7Éz{Zên

%æENZìXXâßV~z{kÐ»xfe÷Xª#ÖÆŠyGZïît
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āgzxÆ‚BåXgÎw super power ›yH»£Z̈kiâäÅ
™*~VäZkÆaâàŒÛ!*ãÅ{m’q-�ÛâðX|]
/ÃgztñäZkñµ6,ZLy»WŠJ‚ây}.ZÅgZ{~z�™Šc*XZzg
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Šú}G¸XŠ*ÆÃäÃäJ-’ˆXZzg>ZwZgZKñ]W\
%̂XZeZŒÛZgpŠ)®)Æ(,}#³ñß~;Z{y)Zi+ñiŒZg
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ìXZ¤/?Zy»£¨™**eTƒXÂ¬Š+»DqÝ™zZyÜ
W@zVÅ)®)»g™zóóXÂŠBt÷z{ÓxÂg}�ëƒZkâà
ŒÛ!*ãÆ³~W`ŠNgì÷XZzgZ¤/ëZKâàŒÛ!*EV~ZŸ†™
D÷XÂëpŠ„Z0+Zi{ÎMh÷āZnÄ÷á0+Zg}ò',WæƒMh
÷ZknëƒÃZk~(,|m|™zheÅÃÒ™ãe’X
�góR,~âwÄB0î EEZâYZvW],C~ZKÓxZ£~“VÃ)®)ÆP{
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™**eSƒVX

i2>
ƒÐ¬ZsxÆZëgÁi2>Å§s~W\Óx“VÅÂz%Ã

i™zZ**eSƒVX,ZŠZ5CÙ™r#»[%ŠZzgúg]6,�Ûn
ìXÓxZ£~“VÐŠgpZ„ìXāi2>Å 2.5% ìX,Ñb

ZŠZ5Å§s{mîg6,Âz�ÛâNXYèt7åENZ¬\»¬ìXZzgZsx
»ÑiòbzìX7åENZ¬\…ZKúizVÔgzizVÔZzgi2>ÔÅZŠZ5

~LÌ:™äzZÑ:¯ñXZzgZmZŠZ5ëå7åENZÅAYZzg
gŸÆ_.™äzZáƒVX)W}MW}(

P{¬x
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Š¶Å0*È÷ÔªZ¤/QyÅâ;:Wæ001-gzìÂ 10% ZKâ;:Wæ»
Q701-gzP{â;:ZŠZ™**ƒÇXZzgz{ä�Âxz¤~÷áï7
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Æˆ[ÐzZZ#ZÑŠZƒ@*ìXªZ¤/QyÅâ;: 6.25% Wæã6,
Wæ001-gzìÂQ76-gz52ÂP{ZŠZ™**ƒÇX
ÄB0î EEP{
Zkæ~z{ä�â™~&÷c*ËÌîgÐâ;:Wæãág„

ZŠZ™**ìXªZ¤/z{¹»001-gz¾g„ 1% ÷ÔQæQéÀWæy»
÷XÂZk6,Zq--gzZïâ;:ÄB0î EEP{áCìXZkÆ´z{z{ä�āÃð
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~53-gz7g}‚wÆaHg÷Xäˆ[qgzfsìX
M~P{XXXX02-gz)7g}‚w»(

Z½qP{XXXX01-gz)7g}‚w»(
Z÷á®)XXXX5-gz)7g}‚w»(
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**ÜZ]P{
ì�āW],C~9-gz7g}‚w fixed amount ZkÅÌZq-

»HgìXZzgZm„¼ZSbÐƒCìX
M~P{XXX5-gz)7g}‚w(
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Š,W6»xpŠ/pŠ7g}ƒYNÐXCÙÇh+ZgÑz‰Ü Priority

»úÒ{ìXW\CÙ»x™äÐ¬t−āëÑYz‰Ü»»xZv
ÅgŸqÝ™äc™gì÷X
CÙZq-ÅapÙ~Ñq-ƒVXZkÐU*"$ƒ@*ìāë-

7÷X
&Aāõ
N
EpÙìāëƒZq-Šzu}Æ»xWC÷X

Çh+ZgZyZLÜs!*]Gg»j,eZBXE!*]ìZzgGgÅ
¬Š]eZBX$zgÑZzg$zgZZyÆßÍVÃZ#ÃðÃÅYñÂ

™fe÷XW5$zg~eð&+D÷Zzg T a r g e t z{W+
ŠzuzVÃCD÷XZkn¹Š¬îVÅ¬Š]eZB@*āZvëƒÅ
6,Š{7Ù�ÛâñX
ÓxÇh+ZgyÂx)®)zÜÄ»z÷XZkŸ~—gZâg
»Zq-Z½kW6‚tgBbƒVX
Çh+ZgyÂx)®)ÔÂxÜÄ»z÷X

QÇh+ZgZy�)�Âx~Çh+ZgZy÷Xz{ÜsÇ}Æ '' �Ûâc*
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aÇh+Zg7÷XÉ)®)ÆnHgG‰÷Xz{Âx
)®)Ô�ÂxÜÄ»Zq-8~î OìÔÅZq-š/~÷ÔCÙÇh+ZgZL
ŠZ],}~Ñz‰ÜÅ§sÐÂxÂx)®)Å§sÐº!
G‰XZyÆ4ŠG‰Zkz�ÛnÃ9îg6,uZ�xŠ¶»f)ŠZg
ìXZknZq-Çh+ZgÃ(,~œÐÔZZ0+Zg~ÐZzgZ»sÆ
»27g}™DƒñZL»xÃuZ�xŠbe’XZzgQy
Çh+ZgzV~ZLW\ÃÑg™**e’XXÐßv›gnp
÷XT»Zq-ug$~-Vf™W@*ìXÅWÀ]~Vä�Ûâc*āÔ
'+£é
G

g}4+uŠZgz{÷XXÐ?›™DƒZzgz{?Ð›
X'' ™D÷X?QyÆnŠ¬™DƒZzgz{'+£é

G
g}nŠ¬™D÷

)›Â[ZÑâg>)[ÀJ�Ñð5002YZiZ̄ZÚD51�Ñð
5002(
ZiÇh+ZgZyÆnƒÆŠwÐŠ¬N„Ç÷X
QÇh+Zg%œ/~@Ze$Æ0*ÈƒD÷XÇh+Zgy„ßÍV~Âx
)®)»Z�ZxeZs÷®ZpŠÌZ�Zx™**ìÔZzgŠzuzV~Ì
Z�ZxaZ™**ìX{mîg6,Zk!*]»ìwgOā)�Çh+ZgZy

Æ0Ãðt!*]yzV~:ÅYñXŠzu~„]ÐXƒñ
ZˆkŠÑNXāëÐ!*ÑÇh+Zy»Z¤®)ZzgZ�Zx¹¢zg~ì
XZkŸ~W5ÂzÆn—gZâg»Zq-Z½kW6‚tgBb
ƒVX
Çh+ZgZy»ZÝ»xZx[)®)~Âx)®)»Z�ZxaZ™**ìÔ
—gZâgZh+{Zv¬\ä�Ûâc*Ô
ZÝ~ÂZ%ZYÔœgZyÔÇh+ZgZyc*»g)y�Ì÷Zy»ZÝ»x ''

ÂtìāZLZ0+gÌZzgßÍV~ÌÂx)®)»Z�xaZHYñX
ZzgZÏ§b)®)ÆÓxZ�ÛZŠ»Ì¸»xìāZLZ0+gÌZzgZK

YV~Ì)®)»Z�ZxaZ™,XÂx)®)»Z�Zx
aZ™,XXXXXÂ6ā~ä¹CÙ¿ÃZkf)ŠZg~»Zˆkƒ**
e’XāZkäÂx)®)»Z�x™**ìXZzgŠzuzV~ÌtZ�Zx
aZ™**ìXÂÑz‰ÜÅ−ÌƒÏXāCÙ(»x™äzZá»g)y
ÂxÃKzZá»g)yÔ»ïZ¤®)™äzZá»g)yxWMh÷XÂ

¾qw6ā~ä¹āZÝ»xÂx)®)»Z�Zx‡ì™**ìZzg
)[À50BŠc3002&éJiZ̄ZÚD ''. ZkÃ9èo6,`**ì

03B†g~4002Y(X
Q�Ûâc*Ô¡%ZA$Å0*‡Zg~¢zg~ì;
ZLÐ!*ÑÇh+ZgzV»Z�ZxZzgZyÅZ¤®)¹¢zg~ìXZ¤/ ''

W\ÃZLÐ!*ÑÇh+ZgÅ§sÐÃð}.#Ö4ŠÅYCìXZzg
W\ÃZkÐDe$ìÂe’ā¬Z¤®)™DƒDz{»x™,
XQÇh+ZgÃCNā~%œ/c*Ñz‰ÜÃDe$™zVÇāW\ä

)Z̄ZÚD70B�Ñð6002Y( '' #V!*]ßÅ
ª¬Z¤®)™ãìÔˆ~Z¤/ÃðZ‹ZnƒÂCNX

Mind ÐßÍVÃQ™,ßÍVÆì6,ZC Experience ZL
#Ö™,ÔÉpŠY,̂{BÔƒYìËŠzu}»Š/À:ƒX set

ŠzuzVÆì~:WNXËŠzu}ì6,ßgZñ‡ì:
Role Model ™,XƒÃ',Z',~Æ‚B�X¬n

BCìZkÆnW\äZL Cream ƒCìXÓx)®)Å
Z0+g(p´VÌaZ™ã÷Xt¹¢zg~ìXt!*'Ggc

7Ô¿c÷XZkcW\Ã(i%:ÌŠ3**ƒÇX
Çh+ZgZyÆ¬©ç5]Šg„ƒVX
—gäÇh+ZgzVÃZC4+%:7™äÅÌÃ�ÛâðX‰

Zz‡]Çh+ZgzVÆZKywi0+Ï~%äÇ7ƒDXZK
ÉîVÔŠZâŠzV”VZzgç-VÐ×}ƒD÷XZ+$zg-VÃÌ
™zg™äÅÌÃÒ™ãe’XZzgZ¤/:™ÃXÂQZLW\Ã)�
}.#ÖÐÃgr™B)Z̄ZÚD70B�Ñð6002Y(
ßÀœgZ#ÌÃð!*]¾Ô̄gZê�}X6,Š}»{mìw

ÑoìX�™g„÷z{ZL6,Š{Æ£gÃ'×h+ Basic gOXāt
4™,Xg7g^z‰Ü6,{ZNXZ¤/ßÀg7ĝ4ƒÂDg7gF

To 4ƒYC÷XZ#)�»xÆŸ~¯y™,ÂÜs
!*]™,ZzgCNāt~ä)�¯yHìX the point

qwZjZwZzg6,‘!*'™ã÷ÂŠz!*g{¯y™B1)�
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feƒñ»wD:™,X Report

Å)oVÅßÀÄB0î EEÐ South West Zzg West œg™/ä
Ìæ[HXT»ÜāŠg`fsìX
ƒÐ¬œgÄB0î EEÅZ¤®)XT̂~Z¤®)7ìXz{¢o
7ƒ$ËXZ¤®)CÙqw~zZZ#ìXßÀœgÅCÙ!*]6,�}

ZzgZyÅ¯y»²ÔÀZzgZ~!5ÎæGE»¯gU�Z[Šc*™,X
ëCÙ)~tÇŠCÙZC÷āëŠ+ÃŠ*6,lxgOÏX{ài!*y
ÐIÃð!š/õE7g‚rZ¤/ëZk6,¿7™'ÂÃðÃZ+{7Xc*ŠgO
āW`Z¤/ëZLW+Š+ÐzZh™Š,ÏÂÀÃZv¬\øg~h
’ZgŠ}ÇX
|][ñúŠðÅƒ»ÑßÍVÃ}.ZÐŒÛd$™**å@*āz{£t

ZvZzg£tZmŠÅ9îg6,ZŠZ5™ÃX:ëZsxÅÇÉA$„
B$Ë÷Z#ëZvZzgZkÆgÎw~VÅx]6,9îg6,»gÈ
ƒVX
6,Š{øg~TyìÔƒäÁÐÁZÚ6,Š{Â¢zg™,āW6Ã^

ZRVJ-ƒVXZzgegsÐâåÔ!*wZzgðh~erƒñƒVX
)ŒÛZgŠZŠ(>V~WÐ(,"Å ��������	�
 W\Æ6‚wÅ

gzqãZzg0*À{Îa6,FFƒãe’XŠzu}Ã>VÅ!*'C
NXZq-™zu}Ð¡q£ƒ̈**e’X

Zq-Šzu}Ð3,òÐ7WNX
WÐ(,|™sx™äZzgŒYÃgzZ`Š,X
ŠßVÃ™sgOXËÆn$šú ENEEZzgaZL›w~:gOYèT
Šw~$šú ENEEzaƒ@*ìQmŠ¬NJw7ƒ'XLÌÃð!*]ËÃ
¶K:¯™:™,XëZÞ)®)÷ZLZ0+g0*up´VaZ™,X

:H™,XëgKÏ)®)÷X+C45å
G
EEG ������ pŠÃ(,~)oVÐ

ÌÁìXëËÌ§bÐg1{ÔàyÔ”Zc*̀*»£7̈™Mh
#Ö™,Xøg}z‚b(,~)oVÆ ��	�	�	�� )W(  XZkqÃ

!¨é NG«~CÙÒpÐ¹&CåNzŠ÷X‰Zz‡]PÌZkqÅ
ZYi]7ŠêX…Zµ)®)ƒñ¡P‚wƒñ÷ZzgZk

Úø~Z¤/Š¬YñÂëZvÆaÐ¹ZhgëgÐF,¹™gì
÷X

)6,WäÐ¬yÐ¼IÅ+Má™ì:āZq-Šzu}6,
ÑNX ���
�� W™äÅ+MÐXCÙ$4545ë GHGE

Y~Y™ZL~*
)s¯ò(:H™,XZ¤/Ë%~c*Ë �
����

$4545¾æ GHGE
YEÆŠzgZy
(6,¶ÑÂZÏz‰ÜgzuIu:H™,XCÙËÅ

)³]èÑ(ƒCìXZk»ìwg3™,XƒÆ � ��� ������

Šgxyt#ÖïBXeÏ~Œc*YñZ¤/fc*Š{tÑÂz{É™
œg™/ÃŠ,XZq-»8ßÀœgÃÌŠ,X

:™,XìwgOāW\  ��� ���
 Zq-Šzu}Ã)—Š3äÅÃÒ(
)gf{(:ƒXƒÆ‚tgzuIu#Ö ���� ÅË!*]ÐÃð

 ™,XŠzu}ÅZ&b™,Ô�ßvÁWD÷ZyÃ��™Zk§b
 )j,(Ë(#Ö™,āz{!*Ç„W**ghŠ,XZ&b �	��������

)³]Ñ(»¹ìw  ���� ������ )!*ßZô(ƒCìX 	
�	�����

gOX
œg™/äzÆ)®)Ã{m@*N™Dƒñ�Ûâc*ā«W],CÅ
KÇß}~0g„ìXW\ƒplë÷āW+ö!*ã»Ñs
qÝƒg;ìXÑYz‰ÜW6Æ0*kWNÐXZkÒpÐ‚g~
zÆ)®)Åf)ŠZgc*V(,|̂÷ÔCÙÃðŒā~ö!*yƒVÔZÌ

Ð»g~Ñzq™Š,Xë!*g�åVg{‰̂ÔZ[Æz{7ƒã
eÂX',@ÔyÔÏÔ}.#ÖÆaCÙÒpÐpŠÃ7™,X

ZkÆˆÓxDMZ]ZzgZyÆHg™Š{úÒzVäZLZL
‡VÐ0@Zc*]Š,Zzg»x™ä»§iŒc*XWy~œg™/
äÓxÑ•™äzZàÄB0î EE»]tZŠZHZzgŠþ¬ÆˆtÔZ!x8,k,
ƒNX

~¹ÃZ+{ ����	�
�� }.Z¬\ÆaÐtgebÃgwÐVg+>.ç GEEE

( Ê^]ÖvÛ‚Ö×#×äÂ×oFƒF]ÖÔ qU*"$ƒñX)
//////
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³m,MZ]ÔZsxizg9*îGZvz',»M
ƒÐ¬ÂÓx“V»µŠwÐ]tZŠZ™**eƒVÏāW\
ƒäZâœZzgYxãÐ£¨Y]Å»g~ÅZzgQZK½7g
ËqÐZkÃ»x[¯c*XZ[~W\Æ‚tŠzgZy‚w%½
Æ�ƒEZá»ñVÅ¿g7g^7™CƒV�āZ)w«%û
7ÅYg„ìZk»ÑÜstìāZkÐ‚g}‚wÅ»g™ŠÏ
»Z0+Zi{ƒnZzgÓxWÖÅ»zØVÃuZ;YnX
]Ò54øGE:

Y«ŠiÂ!ßg] 2012 Y@*m 2010 Šz‚!(»[ZÆ',
~VZc*ŠHZkÃeg�‘V~ËHŠHìt»[Z•ðãCŠ~
âÎ»ì@*āZkÐÄB0î EEZâYZvW],CÅ¢o(ãCŠZ2ZgƒnX

Zv¬\ÆaÐ»[',z‰Ü„™Šc*ŠHZzgQÓxWÖÅ
œgZyZzgóR,~½™xyÃZq-u°{Zc*ŠHāHg{z‰ÜÆZ0+gZ0+g
»[Ãg™zZNX

(¯w)ßzZgãCŠ6,(:
‚gZ‚wÐVWÖÅœgZyZzgóR,c*y)½(CÙzq-Zh6,

Æfg)CÙ‹ Text ½¯k»ZZŠ™Cg÷XTÅZ:q¯yZzg
ÅYCg„XÓxWÖ~½¯w~ŒÛWyˆÆŠg„ÈÅZŠZ5

6,¹izgŠc*ŠHZzg¢zg]Æ_.¬xû§&6,�ÛŠU�ÛŠUˆz]Æ
ŠzgZy̧ZZ+Ì2ñ‰X

´z{Zi,½]Ò54øGEÃæÃgnpƒñ½óR,c*yMZ]Ãƒxzgu
Šî÷ZzgQZ‹¯k~=6÷X

(¯wÅ®ZŠ:
zÆ 34 (¯wÅ®ZŠIzZg¼-VìāZÆ>~

¯wƒN‚îBzÆ
+C45å
G
EEGÁƒä 8 ~Zzg‚îBzÆ~ 46~

follow Æ!*)̄CÙâ{Zq-Z°k™D÷T~z{Óx]Ò54øGEÃ

™D÷X
†g~~DóR,~½Å§sÐÐVóR,c*yÃY,̂}{Zñ

{Zc*ŠHT» Taleem Assessment Form ‰ZzgZ7
ÑtåāCÙŠz̧Vˆ�ÛŠU�ÛŠUÄB0î EEMZ]Ð]Ò54øGE~Š�‰

6,Zy„]Æ**xqg`™ Assess. Form ZbZYc*Š™zZNZzgQ
Æâ;:g7ĝÆ‚Bç{ZñYNX

DgebÃgk:
�Ûzg~~ZÆÔzÆZzg‚îBzÆ)oV»gebÃgkÂƒZ
T~DóR,~½äßÀóR,c*yÅ»zØVÃuZ;Zzg�ZñgZ&b
ÔZ̧yÅ§sÂzŠÑðX
ÐVWÖÅ½óR,c*yÅ»g™ŠÏ:
ZÆ>:

ÐóR,~½äÓx* 2010 ZÆ)®)~‚w
Y])X~-xÜÄÔ-xāñúŠÔ*§]Z#~VZzg-x[

ñúŠ÷áï÷X(«ŠiÄB0î EE~”gs™zZñÔ�ā(,~)oV~Â
gZò÷pW],C~*Å̂~e{ÐÑzqƒñXZy*
Y]ÅzzÐÄB0î EEÆd£g~"Z•ZŸ†ƒZìYè�MZ]Zk
~zpg÷ZrVä««ŠipŠ»gk,»gXXZk~:e.$
ÄB0î EEZzg**ÜZ]Ì÷áï÷X
zÆ)®):

ZkK~zÆ)®)»S¤Ðf™™zVÏāZrVä
.e$÷ÏÐÃgkÃg™zZc*ÔZyÅg7ĝ»£gÌ.e$Zdì2z{
â;:g7gÌ̂!*‡°ÏÐZzg',z‰ÜàCg„÷ZzgÓx@Zc*]�D

óR,~½Å§sÐz»¯»YCg÷Zk6,̄g~¿™Cg÷X
‚zBzÆ)®):

‚zBzÆ)®)äÌ»[Ãg™zZc*Xg7ĝ»£gÌ
ZYìZzg',z‰Üg7g3̂÷X

‚{½:
âgaJ-‚ï 10@*1 %½äS)w}.Z¬\ÆaÐ

½oäÅÂ=0*ðZkÆn]Ò54øGE¬Ð¯™ÓxWÖ~•Z
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Šc*ŠHXZkÆˆâ÷áYZvÓxWÖ~Zk6,½7g§jÐ¿
HXZkK~ZrVäZŸ°½¯w»ÌZÈxHT~»[
6,¯¾HŠHXg‚!Zß¤ZzgŠvZbZñ»[»_·HŠHZzgQˆ

ÅZzg%œ/~ Assessment ~½óR,c*yäŠ�‰»[Å
Zkg7ĝ•ZðX

(Äi
«�„:

S)wZvÅ{mÁe$ÐŠzâV�‘VÆ(ÄiÌn
‰XZkK~«�„»ÄZ6,s~1ŠHXZk%û(£gÃ
(,JäÆnt6,pi!*ãi™zZä»êƒZX«Ši”gsƒä
ÅzzÐegåā÷áh+»x[:ƒpâ÷áYZvZk%ûÌÄB0î EEW],Cä
U*"$™Šc*āëÂCÙ@Ze$6,�ìzZàZ£~W@Z]÷ZzgÓxWÖ

]Ö³v³Û³‚²Â×oƒ]ÖÔ äZq-ŠyHg™Æçi~i!*ã6,piH
XMZ]äi!*ã6,piHZyÃŠkZŸ°�ÌŠ�‰X!*¹MZ]
X»çi~W**ŠØZgåZrVäyzVÐÄi™Æ{ZñX
Šzu~�„:
Šzu~�„ÆW¸i6,ÓxWÖÃc*ŠŠ;ãÆnu°Yg~HŠHāZk

�„»]Ò54øGEHg{z‰Ü~»™zZäÅÃÒ™,ZkŠzgZyÌz»
¯»óR,c*yÃu°i{ZñYDgìZzgÄB0î EEÆ(£gÃ‡ìgpp

ÆnÓxWÖäßzZg(¯wÃYg~g3X
Šzu~�„ÆZ!x6,½»ŠzuZÄ¯c*ŠHZzgÓxWÖÃŸŠc*
ŠHXZk~ÌÓx“Väz1ZzgÄii™Æ•ZñX

‚Ñ:Z½q
W`ZvÆ{maZzgZkÅgØÆ‚BÄB0î EEZâYZvW],CÃ‚Ñ:
Z½qÂ™äÅÂ=qÝƒg„ìXâ÷áYZvÓx“Vä¹
Zi§jÐZ½qÅ»g~ÅZzgZK½7gËqÐZkÃ»x[¯c*
Wy6,{‚g{W\ƒ»µŠwÐ]tZŠZ™CìXW\Æ¬zyÐ

„tƒeƒZXŠzgZy‚wßÀ)oVÅY+$ÐWEZàg7gF
»zØV»Dƒ@*ìWÒ{Ì~W\ÐZÏ sincere Ð„W\Å

�lz_./ÆZÖgÅpZ;VgƒVÏXÉeƒVÏāW\ZkÐ(,|™
ÃÒ™,@*āëƒï™ÄB0î EEW],CÆ£gÃ'×h+—-V6,á
YNXZv™}Z(„ƒX
P¦/Zg÷á]:

Zkñµ6,~W\ÐP¦/Zg÷á]™**eƒVÏXÍāg7ĝÆ
_.W\äCkHāâ÷áYZv−jãCŠ6,»xƒg;ìpPZñg
Z,÷�āZ&bÔ÷XZ¤/ëZL»x»W~Y,̂{:BÂ
»ñV~'×h+4~Åßg]aZ7ƒCX

«*ZglÂtìāZ½q»»[W`Ð&â{IÓxœgZyZzgQ
ZyÆfg=ÓxMZ]J-V[åXCÙ‚w„ŒÛãZ(ƒ@*ìpZ#

™Š,c*#V changes z‰ÜW@*ìÂF¯yWgìƒD÷āt
Š}Š,XQˆ~Z¤/Ãðp~ƒCìÂßÀ Choice £«~

)oVÆn¹ÂƒYCìāps”{ï]ÐŠz!*g{Óx
MZ]ÃWÇ{™,Zkn*ZglìāWÒ{Ðtp´V7ƒV
ÏXÃÒ™,Zzgz‰Ü6,»g~™,XbZuZv

„7™DZyÐ¦/Zgl Attend ZÏ§b�ßv½¯w!*Ç„
ìā¹~Zq-!*g¢zgZk~÷áïƒVX

å™äÆnW\Ã t a s k Zq-Zzg!*]tìā�Ì
Š~YCìZkÃßÀœgZyÔ½øc*yZzgÓxMZ] Deadline

¤ÏÐ1™,ZzgHg{@*gõ6,»xå™1™,ZÒŠ¬ŠHìā
Hg{@*gõÆßˆJ-ÄißÀœgZyJ-WgìƒD÷Zzg‰

zzƒ  genuine ŠiÂŠz&â{ÆˆÄŠØYgìƒD÷Z¤/Ãð
ªW\Fg÷c*oÐ!*CÙ÷ÂW\œgÅZYi]Ð6,pˆ~
ÌŠ}Š,pZ¤/ÃðZ+ßg]7ìÂQÂÄi™ä~Üs
WŠJ‚4ìX
ZÏ§bÄÅïÆŠzgZyÌPï]‚tWñ÷XZq-Âtā
P6,d™s¥xƒg;ìā»8ƒñ÷ÔZkÆ´z{PZq-~t
ÌCkƒZìāËZq-Çä6,piHìZzgZkÅQ'×h+&Zzg
“VäÜÅìtZk§b¥xƒZāÜ™Dƒñ÷áh+ZrVä
=Ð»x71Ô�™V¬6,d~‰!*Çz÷™V!*¹
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6,aV~ÌƒNXÄi»ÑÂÓxMZ]ÆD~ZŸ†ìZ#
W\pŠÐÎZßVÆ�Z[eð&+D÷Â¹Ï!*ÂV»Dƒ@*ìZzg
Zq-Ši‚gZÃgkW\ÅÃzVÐ¦/gY@*ìX®ZWÒ{ÐZkÐ

6,Ì™,ZzgpŠÄi™,XbZuZv
Äi~XßÍVÅ7i:WN÷ZyÃZÅâ]Š�YNÐZzg!*¹
äMVäç~ÄiHZyÅj,Z‚ÛZðÆnZn6,�,
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Ahmadiyya Muslim Community
The Ahmadiyya Muslim Community is a religious organization, international in its 
scope, with branches in 189 countries in Africa, North America, South America, Asia, 
Australasia, and Europe. The Ahmadiyya Muslim Community was established in 1889 
by Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad as (1835-1908) in Qadian, a small and remote village 
in the Punjab province of India. He claimed to be the promised reformer of the later 
days, the Awaited One of the world community of religions (The Mahdi and Messiah). 
The Movement he started is an embodiment of the benevolent message of Islam – 
peace, universal brotherhood, and submission to the Will of God – in its pristine purity. 
Hadhrat Ahmad (as) proclaimed Islam as the religion of man: “The religion of the 
people of the right path” (98:6).The Ahmadiyya Muslim Community was created under 
divine guidance with the objective to rejuvenate Islamic moral and spiritual values. It 
encourages interfaith dialogue, diligently defends Islam and tries to correct 
misunderstandings about Islam in the West. It advocates peace, tolerance, love and 
understanding among followers of different faiths. It firmly believes in and acts upon 
the Qur’anic teaching: “There is no compulsion in religion” (2:257). It strongly rejects 
violence and terrorism in any form and for any reason.
After the passing of its founder, the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community  is being headed by 
his elected successors. The present Head of the Community, Hadhrat Mirza Masroor 
Ahmad, was elected in 2003. His official title is Khalifatul Masih V or Fifth Successor 
of the Promised Messiah.
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Quranic Verses
O’ Lord, grant us of our spouses and our offspring 

the delight of our eyes and make us a model (family) for the righteous. (25:75)

Enjoin Prayer on thy family, and be constant therein. (20:133)

Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom and goodly exhortation, 

and argue with them in a way that is best. (16:126)

Hadith
The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said: 

“The best of you is he who behaves best towards the members of his family.”

“Paradise lies under the feet of your mothers.” (Bukhari)

“He who brings up his daughters well, and makes no distinction between them and his sons, will be close to me in 
Paradise.”

Hadhrat Ayesha r.a relates: A woman came to me begging with her two daughters; I could not find anything 
except a single date which I gave her. She divided it between her daughters and did not herself eat any of it. Then 
she got up and left. When the Holy Prophet came, I told him of it. He said: one who is tried with daughters and 

treats them well will find that they will become his shield from the Fire. (Bukhari and Muslim)

Treat your children equitably in the matter of gifts, as you would wish them to deal equitably with you in 
beneficence and affection. 

Your Children are the best earnings, so you mat benefit from dependent upon him. 

Respect your children and cultivate good manners in them. (Ibne Majah)

Writings of Promised Messiah a.s 
An individual with self-respect and self-control, who is also forbearing and dignified, has the right to correct a 

child to a certain extent or guide the child. But a wrathful and hot-headed person who is easily provoked is not fit 
to be a guardian of children. (Malfuzat, vol. 2, p. 4)

Beating of children is an act which can be termed as a sort of polytheism (shirk). It actually means that the ill-
tempered person makes himself a partner of God in giving guidance and sustaining the creatures.

I wish that, instead of punishing children, parents would resort to prayer, and would make it a habit to supplicate 
earnestly for their children as the supplications of the parents for their children are particularly accepted by God. 

(Malfuzat, vol. 2, p. 4)
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Dear readers,

Assalam-o-Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahe Wabarakatohu

By the Grace of Allah Ta’ala Publication department of Lajna Imaillah Ireland is proud to present 4th Edition of 
“Maryam” Magazine.

Theme of this edition is “Good Training of Children”.  This is a very broad topic but no one can deny the fact 
that major responsibility for training falls on their mothers. Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) said, 
“Paradise lies under the feet  of Mother” further emphasizes the important role; mothers have to play in this.   This 
paradise will certainly be ours as long as we keep obeying the commands of Allah Ta’ala, Holy prophet (peace be 
upon him) and our beloved Imam Hazrat Messih- e-Maud (as). A small mistake can drift us away from the road to 
Paradise. I pray to God may  He bless us with his special blessings and give us the wisdom to understand our 
responsibilities. Ameen.

I am indebted to whole team of Publication Department along with the editor for their hard work and dedication 
in compiling this beautiful Magazine in the form of a bouquet.
National Sec. Publication Mrs. Najia Malik sent reminders to all regions and Local Secretaries encouraged 
members to write Articles for the Magazine. Especially Mrs. Shazia Muzafar typed most of articles from her 
region. Apart from National Secretary Publication, Mrs. Sajida Aleem and Mrs. Farah Deeba also did proof 
reading. May Allah bless them for their sincere efforts, Ameen.
I would also like to convey my special thanks to our sister Mrs. Tahira Chaudhary  from Canada for proof reading 
and English Translation of the magazine. Her daughter Farida Ifat helped with English typing. May Allah give 
them special reward for this. Ameen
 I am also grateful to Missionary Incharge Ireland Imam Ibrahim Ahmed Noonan for his proof reading of some of 
English section and National Sadar Dr Anwar Malik Sahib for his final checking and approval and Mr. Ahmed 
Muzafar Sahib for his ongoing help and guidance.
I would like to thank following members for their help in translation and typing Mrs. Nazia Zafar, Dr. Rubina 
Karim, Mrs. Nudrat Malik, Mrs. Shazia Muzafar, Mrs. Shahida Khan, Mrs. Khalida Iftikhar, Ms Noreen Shahid, 
Ms Farida Ifat, Ms Quratul- Ain and Ms Fariha Aleem.
May Allah shower his countless blessings upon them, Ameen. 
Editor sahiba Mrs. Kiran Khan also deserves a special appreciation for her hard work in designing, layout, and 
graphics and title cover of the magazine. 
This magazine would not be in your hands without the special efforts put in by National Sec. Publication and 
Editor Sahiba under my supervision. Please remember them in your prayers, May Allah enable them to continue 
fulfilling their duties with zeal and to the best of their ability, Ameen.
I pray to Allah almighty that may Our Beloved Hazoor find the Quality and standard of this Magazine according 
to His expectations. Ameen.
In the end I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to this magazine even in a small way to make it 
successful.
May Allah enable us to work with enthusiasm, devotion, and dedication and excel in all aspects of Jama’at work. 
Ameen.

Wassalam

Tayyaba Mashood
National Sadar Lajna Imaillah Ireland
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Dear readers!

Assalamo  Alaikum warahmatullah

By the Grace of Allah you now have the fourth edition of Maryum Magazine. There was a delay in the publication 
of this edition for which the magazine team apologizes. But there were some genuine reasons behind this delay. 
A lot of time was spent on the proof reading of the articles that you had sent. Despite the fact that many of 
these articles were of very good quality, they could not be published because of the absence of references and 
the repetition of the same subject in some articles. Prior to the publication of Maryam Maganzine, the 
manuscript  has to go before the attention of Hadhrat Khalifatul MasihAba , so there is a huge responsibility on 
the team to maintain the high standard of this magazine and not to compromise on the quality of the magazine.

This time we had to face much difficulty because of incomplete references, repetition of same subject in articles 
and presenting  material taken from other books as your own article.  We therefore had to hold an emergency 
meeting chaired by Tayyaba Mashood Sahiba, Sadar Lajna Ireland, for resolving these issues. The rules and 
regulations for upcoming editions of Maryum Magazine were decided which are being presented to you after the 
approval from Sadar Sahiba. You are requested to follow these rules and regulations while sending your articles 
for next editions.

1. This is a Jama’ati magazine whose aim is to safeguard our religious traditions and values. Before you 
send an article, please make sure if it is worthy of representing Jama’ti traditions.

2. No article should be sent without authentic references.  References should include the name of book and 
exact page numbers. As a lot of  Jama’ati books  are available online therefore you can easily  double 
check the references yourselves before sending your article.

3. If any reference is not taken from the original book, it should be quoted with the name of the source it is 
taken from.

4. Please don’t send any material or ideas taken from any book with your name without mentioning the 
source as it is against the copy rights of any book.

5. You can give references of Promised Messiah’sas’ books or sermons of Khulafa in your articles, but please 
avoid sending the entire sermons because our team starts working on these sermons well in advance.

After presenting  these rules and regulations before you, I want to make some announcements for the next 
edition.

1. For the next edition there will be no specific topic. For your convenience, an open choice is given to you 
and you can write on any subject.

2. The last date for submitting articles is 30th of July 2012.  Articles received after this date will not be 
published.

I hope that keeping all these things in mind readers will send articles of better quality for next edition. As this is 
your own magazine and only you can help to improve its high standard.

Lastly, I want to thank everyone in the Isha’at team, and request all of you to remember the entire team in your 
special prayers, who completed their work with complete devotion despite of the limited resources.  May Allah 
enable us to serve our religion in the best manner. Amin

Wassalam 

Najia Nusrat Malik

National Secretary Lajna ImaAllah Ireland.
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At this time I just want to say a few things and draw your attention to the fact that a woman enjoys a very  special 
status in Islam. Every Ahmadi lady who has taken part in the bai’at (the oath of allegiance) of the Imam of the 
age and has pledged that she would try  her best  to act on the teachings of Islam, should fully try to understand 
this noble status.

The Holy Qur’an has mentioned the taking of bai'at by women separately. This reflects the significance of 
women in Islam. The Holy Prophet (saw) was given those specific conditions for women as the basis on which 
the bai'at from women should be taken. All this was so that women should stand firm on their pledge and should 
undertake a Jihad or strive against all evils and adopt all good values so that the purity  and righteousness of the 
future generations may be preserved. 

Therefore the Holy Qur ’an states: O Prophet! when believing women come to thee, taking the oath of allegiance 
at thy hands that they will not associate anything with Allah, and that they will not steal, and will not commit 
adultery, nor kill their children, nor bring forth a scandalous charge which they themselves have deliberately 
forged, nor disobey thee in what is right, then accept their allegiance and ask Allah to forgive them. Verily, Allah 
is Most Forgiving, Merciful.  (Ch.60:V.13)

So this is the high status of believing women that  they associate no one with Allah. Now, shirk,or associating 
anyone with Allah, is not just idol worship. Ladies have a natural weak tendency and are generally suspicious. 
As a result of this weakness, they are generally prone to such acts that fall close to associating partners with 
Allah. For example, she may think that someone has bewitched or cast a magic spell on her husband and he has 
left her and has begun to take interest in others. Or she may think that someone has done magic on her child and 
this is why it is weak or ill. Or, perhaps something has happened and that it is a bad omen, and now her 
horoscope or star-sign is on the move and she will suffer a loss.

So all these things are included in shirk or believing in something other than Allah. Allah has said that those who 
do shirk are most sinful. They  may be men or women – but because in this verse women are mentioned, I am 
quoting their example – who have supposed that  God Almighty does not have the power but that so and so, a 
witchdoctor or magician, has the power.

What was needed was that whenever such a situation arose, one should have turned to God alone in the way 
shown by  God. They should have prayed. They should have given alms and helped the needy. They should have 
sought the help of Allah and bowed before Him that O lord! Cause my husband to do good and enable him to 
honour my rights and enable him to obey Thy  commandments. If the child was sick, then in addition to material 
means, greater emphasis should have been placed on prayers and the giving of alms.

There are many similar examples in everyday life where instead of placing her trust in God Almighty, a woman 
relies on the ways of the world and forgets the existence of God. When such a situation develops, she pays no 
attention to turning towards God and worshipping Him. If this condition develops in a woman, it  would mean 
that future generations would become corrupt. In that case, instead of yielding sweet and wholesome fruit, the 
seed of Ahmadiyyat and true Islam that you have sown in yourselves will yield sour and tasteless fruit which 
may apparently seem fine but would in reality be rotten. In fact, it is possible that when such children grow 

The Role of Women in Shaping 
Society 
Address on 10 May 2005 Society to Lajna Imaillah (ladies’ Auxiliary Organization) of  Tanzania delivered by Hadhrat Mirza 

Masroor Ahmad, Khalidatul Masih V. Reproduced at the exclusive responsibility of  The Review of  Religions.
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older, they will cause others to become just as bad. Therefore, the responsibilities of women increase 
tremendously because they have not only to take care of themselves but the future generation as well.
Moreover, in this verse many other evils are also mentioned. Do not steal. Do not commit adultery. Do not make 
false accusations. By  mentioning all these bad things, it asks you to avoid these things because their avoidance is 
vital to save your future generations. This is why after mentioning these evils, it  mentions and obtains your 
pledge that you shall not kill your children.

Now, which sane person will kill one’s own offspring? When a woman is about to become a mother, before she 
gives birth, strong feelings of love and affection for her baby develop in her. So when her sentiments are such, 
who can say that she can kill her child? Then after the birth of the baby, a mother endures immense difficulties in 
nourishing and taking good care of the baby. All the time, she holds the newborn next to her. Then can any person 
with common sense say that this woman who is clinging to this baby in this manner will kill this baby? Of course 
not! So, most certainly, there must  be some other meaning. That meaning is the same that I mentioned earlier that 
as long as a woman does not train her children in the correct way, and does not demonstrate by her actions the 
difference between good and bad, the child will not  be trained properly. When a child learns evil ways and bad 
things, it will ruin society and would be worthy of being cut and thrown away.

Always pay  attention to the good upbringing of your children so that you may save them from being killed. The 
status of those women who train their children in a good manner is very high. Indeed it is equivalent to giving up 
one’s life for the sake of Allah as is related in one Hadith (Tradition):

Hadhrat Ibn Abbas (ra) relates that a woman came to the Holy Prophet (saw) and said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! 
The women have sent  me as their representative and have asked that has Jihad been made obligatory on men that 
if they  get injured, they will be rewarded and if they are martyred they will live forever with their Lord and 
benefit from His bounties? But what about us women who look after their children after they  have parted? What 
reward will we get?’

Upon this the Holy Prophet (saw) said: ‘Say to the women you meet that obedience to your husbands and to 
recognize their rights is equal in status to Jihad, but there are few women who do this.‘ Now see, how anxious 
were Muslim women to do virtuous deeds and to earn Allah’s pleasure. They used to take care of and nurture the 
children of the Companions with the intention that the Companions should take part in their Jihad in peace 
without any worries about their children. Nevertheless, they were also concerned whether they were going to get 
any reward from Allah for their spirit. So, the Prophet (saw) of Allah confirmed that if they cared for and trained 
the children, they would most certainly get Allah’s reward.

The real lesson to be drawn from this Tradition is not that the wife of the one who participates in the Jihad would 
earn a reward for looking after the children, but  the lesson is that when a woman discharges the trust and respects 
the rights of her husband, and takes care of her child and that of her husband so that descendants are not 
destroyed by  falling into bad habits but become a good part of the society, then Allah gives the woman a good 
reward.

With the advent of the Promised Messiah (as) and in accordance with the prophecy of the Holy  Prophet 
Muhammad (saw), the jihad of the sword has now come to a halt. Now, Jihad is to worship  Allah, promote good 
deeds in the world, and to become obedient to your husbands. Do not think that everyone who trains her children 
in a good way does a virtuous deed and that  it  does not matter or that  you can do whatever you like. A Tradition, 
however, states that just as the man of the house is the shepherd of the home, and is responsible for feeding and 
clothing his wife and children, giving them accommodation and providing for their other needs, so too is the 
woman responsible for taking care of her husband’s home and his children, for nourishing them, and for drawing 
their attention to good education and training. If she does not do this, then as a shepherd of the household and its 
custodian, God Almighty would hold her accountable.  ( The Review of Religions - August 2005)
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Points of  Tarbiyyat of Children -
A Summary from Hazrat Musleh Maud’s (ra) book 

Min Haj-ut-Talibeen

1. Upon birth give Azaan in the right ear and Takbeer 
in the left ear.

2.  Keep children clean. The external cleanliness has 
an impact on the mind.

3.  Fix feeding times. This instils good habits at an 
early age.

4.  Start toilet training early - try to set a regular 
pattern for their call of nature.

5.  Feed fix portions at meal times, neither giving too 
much nor too little.

6.  Vary the diet, giving more vegetables then meat.
7.  As soon as the child grows, give it simple tasks – 

bring that here or put this there etc.
8.  Encourage the habit of self control; do not hide 

items but train them not to touch or take items 
without permission.

9.  Do not spoil children with too much love.
10. If the child is not able to eat something for some 

reason, the family should also not eat that. The 
child learns from your self-sacrifice.

11. During a child’s illness give careful attention, 
taking care not to spoil the child.

12. Tell children stories – but refrain from telling 
them horror stories.

13. Choose well mannered friends for the child. Good 
friends have a good effect, bad friends have bad 
effect.

14. Give children responsibility according to their age 
and understanding. This will instil confidence later 
in life.

15. Constantly remind children of their positive 
attributes.

16. Control an irritable child with wisdom, for 
example, by diverting its attention to other things.

17. Address children with respect. This will return 
respect to you and other elders.

18. Keep children away from the habit of lying, being 
proud, or becoming an introvert. Do this by setting 
a personal example.

19. Keep children away from intoxicants – example 
tea.

20. Discourage children from playing alone.
21. Do not let children remain naked.
22. Train children to admit their mistakes. Be 

sympathetic and on not reprimand them in front of 
others.

23. Give children pocket money. This will teach 
children responsibility and a sense of ownership.

24. Children should be taught to share their toys with 
others.

25. Teaching of good etiquette should be on going.
26. Keep an eye on their health. Ensure they are 

getting enough physical exercise.

The Holy Quran
Friday Sermon (delivered by Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih 
V (atba) on 16th December 2011) MashaAllah our 
children generally  finish their first reading of the Holy 
Qur’an at a very young age. Mothers who are more 
concerned for their children to finish their Qur’an early 
work very hard at  it. Here as well as in other countries 
during Hudhur’s trips children and parents are most 
eager to have Ameen ceremony  conducted in Hudhur’s 
presence. However, it  is noticed that not so much 
concern and effort is put in repeat and constant reading 
of the Qur’an once its first reading is completed. When 
Hudhur asks about regular recitation of the Qur’an, 
Hudhur usually gets the response that reading is not done 
on a regular basis. Mothers and fathers should inculcate 
children to read the Qur’an regularly with due care and 
supervision. The parents’ concerns should not be limited 
to finishing the first reading of the Qur’an, rather 
children should be continually supervised to read it 
regularly. Certainly  it is very  important to conclude the 
first reading of the Qur’an and some mothers achieve 
this with four or five year olds. No doubt, it  is a very 
demanding task, but its continuous reading is even more 
important. Recently  a lady wrote to Hudhur and 
mentioning Hudhur’s mother, she said that that one thing 
she was most grateful to Hudhur’s mother was that once 
she took her child to Hudhur’s mother and very proudly 
told her that she had managed to make the child finish 
the first reading of the Qur’an at the age of six. Hudhur’s 
mother replied that finishing first reading of the Qur’an 
at the age of six was not such an achievement and asked 
how much love of the Qur’an had the mother inculcated 
in her child? Hudhur said fact is that it is very important 
to instil love of the Qur’an in children’s hearts, 
especially in the times that  we live in where there are 
many other interests for children, like the television, 
internet and other books. Early  morning recitation of 
Qur’an would make children aware of its significance. 
The Promised Messiah (on whom be peace) had drawn 
our attention that in a world with diverse interests, where 
new sciences are introduced, the significance of the 
Qur’an increases. (Alislam.org Friday Sermons 16.12.11)
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Requisites 
for Proper Upbringing of 

Offspring
by Sajida Aleem (Dublin)

I felt very  humbled to get  an opportunity  to write 
down about some aspects of the inner personality  of 
Hazrat Amma Jan in the last edition. Along with it I 
promised to write down in the next edition about the 
training strategies incorporated by  Hazrat Amma Jan 
to train her children.

When I came to know that the selected topic for this 
edition is also the same ,I thought to elaborate my 
topic a little to include Quran's and prophet's 
guidance in this respect  , along with the training 
approaches of Hadhrat Amma Jaan (ra). It will enable 
us to understand the given topic in a better way  if we 
try to comprehend it in the light of the sayings of 
Quran, Hadith and Khulfa (as).

 This subject is so important that at one hand nations 
are built  by properly doing the job, while on the other 
hand neglecting it may reverse the results. If we be 
able to train properly these future- builders whom 
God has entrusted upon us by  His Grace, we will be 
paving our way to a bright future. 
And when an Ahmadi mother carries out her duties 
properly, she is sure to provide Jamaat-e-Ahmadiyya 
with a strong pillar. If we be able to perform our 
duties well, we will Inshallah, continue to get trained 
personae for the centuries to come. 

Seeking God’s help through supplications of 
Quran and Hadith:

The first and the foremost principal, for every 
important task, is to start it with supplications to God, 
but the success still comes by  His grace. We are 
supposed to carry  out our part i.e. to pray humbly for 
our goal. We recurrently see various supplications in 
Quran-e-Karim that were taught to various prophets 
for the perfect reformation of the offspring and for 
making them a solace for the eyes, long before their 
birth. These are as follows:

Whilst mentioning the characteristics of the servants 
of God, the Holy Prophet (saw) told us that they  used 
to say the following prayers:

(Al-Furqan: 75)
And those who say, “O Our Lord, grant us of our 
spouses and children the delight of our eyes and make 
each of us a leader of the righteous.”

At another occasion Hazrat Ibrahim (as) prayed for 
virtuous children who could continue his mission. 
God gave him glad tidings of a fore bearing son as a 
result of this supplication. 

                                         
(As-safat: 101)

“O My Lord, grant me a righteous son.”

Likewise there is a very beautiful supplication of 
Hazrat Zachariah (as) to get pious progeny. He 
begged through this supplication fervently, inspired 
by Hazrat Miriam’s (as) virtue and immense love for 
her God. Glad tidings of its acceptance were given to 
him while he was still praying. Hazrat Yahiya was 
granted to him as a result of this dua. 
Its wording is as follows:

                                       

(Al-e-Imran: 39)
“O My Lord, grant me from yourself pure offspring; 
surely you are the hearer of prayers.”

We pray for ourselves and our next generation five 
times daily after Tashahud and Durudsharif. 

                                    

(Surah Ibrahim: 41)
“O My Lord, make me the observer of prayer and 
make my children too.”

This prayer is not recited by parents but also by every 
child, young and old. In fact  every single person no 
matter in which age recites this supplication right 
from the childhood. From this we can infer the 
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importance of observing prayer. A child who has just 
started learning prayer, starts praying for his progeny. 
Likewise our parents and grandparents used to pray 
for us through this supplication and now we are 
continuing the same practice. Hence, a treasure house 
of supplications is at our disposal. The only thing we 
have to do is to make use of these supplications and 
assess ourselves in this sense whether we are really 
making use of these supplications by comprehending 
their true nature or not; whether our actions are such 
that they  may procure the acceptance of these 
supplications. If still our prayers are not accepted we 
should be certain that the defect lies in our actions not 
in the supplications.

 Therefore it is of utmost importance that we should 
seek refuge with Allah by totally segregating 
ourselves from satanic influences, so that we may 
save our next generations. Blessings of Allah be upon 
Hazrat Muhammad (saw) who unfolded and stated 
even the minutest aspect of Tarbiyat for us in an 
unprecedented way. Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas 
relates the Holy Prophet (saw) instructed us that 
whosoever recites this prayer at the time of 
copulating with his wife God grants him progeny 
which is safe from the mischief of Satan. 

                             

                                
(Bukhari kitabuddawaat)

“In the name of Allah, O Allah save us from Satan 
and save the progeny that you grant us from the evil 
of Satan.”  
(Khazinatuddua) 
May Allah enable us to make most of these 
supplications. (Ameen)

A few helping measures for Tarbiyat:
After getting help through supplications we will have 
to scrutinize as to which steps and ways may lead us 
effectively in this important uphill task. We may get 
diverse opinions about this subject by various people. 
Everyone has his own saying in this respect. Young 
mothers are often baffled by this situation. The most 
plausible solution in this respect is to follow the 
instructions of our Imam-e-Waqt honestly. Keeping in 
contact with him through letters will help  us cement a 
deep  connection with Khalifa-e-Waqt. We being 

Ahmadis have the privilege of getting his direct 
coaching and loving care in this respect. 

I will now humbly draw your attention towards some 
very basic principles to be followed for Tarbiyat. I am 
relating these in the light of Hazoor’s (atba) speech at 
the annual Jalsa UK 
(26th July 2003, published in “Orhni walion ke liay phool”, (vol. 
3 part 1)

a)The purpose behind the desire to have children:
Right at the outset, we will have to evaluate the very 
wish of parenting a child-it being a wish of every 
newly wedded couple.

Hazoor (atba) in this context quoted saying of Hazrat 
Masih Maud (as) i.e.; as follows:
“So until and unless the purpose of the wish to have 
children is not for this cause that they may serve the 
religion as a loyal servant to God and they be 
virtuous and pious; this wish goes vain and is a sin in 
that sense.”      (Malfoozaat vol. 1, pg 560)

Again he says: 
“People have great desire to have children and 
children are bestowed on them. But it is never 
observed that they strive for making them good, 
pious, and obedient servants of God. Neither do they 
ever pray for them, nor keep in view different grades 
of upbringing [that is, they do not act according to 
the requirements of time]”. (Malfoozaat vol.1, pg 564)

a) Self-reformation for a role model:
The principle of self-reformation to serve as a role 
model is so vital a principle that without 
incorporating it we will not get  the desired results, no 
matter how hard we work. Hazrat Massih Maud (as) 
says: 

“It is necessary to reform one’s self and to live a 
righteous life before seeking righteous and pious 
offspring. Only then this wish of his will be fruitful.”
(Malfoozat Vol. 1, pg 561)

In our daily life we are prone to a very  commonly 
noticed practice of having double standards whereas 
we expect a very high moral standard from our 
children e.g. when we migrate to live in the west 
under the pressure of western social values, we mould 
our social values and culture according to their 
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standards. Gradually, these seemingly  minor changes 
tend to creep  out of the limits suggested by Islam. 
Consider the case of observing purdah, for instance. 

The women observing Islamic purdah are advised to 
relax their purdah a little bit as this kind of 
conservative purdah will not do here. They  at  this 
instigation forget that the limitations are set by God 
Himself and stated in Quran. We cannot on our own 
make changes in it to attain nearness to the norms of 
the society in which we live. Nowhere in it is 
mentioned any such things that this standard is for 
Europe and this particular standard is for Asia or 
Africa or America. This social pressure increases so 
much so that if we are not strong enough to resist it 
we may  be swiped with it. Therefore, the first lesson 
our children (girl/boy) get after observing our line of 
action, is that we are allowed to make changes 
whatsoever we like under some circumstances. 

The point to ponder is that we did that just once but 
our children will always be looking for the easiest 
way through these situations ignoring the fact that it 
will lead them astray. In other words they  will learn 
to mould shariat according to their own wishes. The 
impact of this leniency goes a long way. 

This is just one of the instances. As a matter of fact, 
we encounter many such incidents where we tend to 
slip towards such mistakes where our actions 
contradict our beliefs. This contradiction permeates 
into our progeny. We are not  supposed to take 
enormous steps rather we should mind some very 
minute yet necessary  measures in this respect. Caring 
for these minor steps really  matter a lot .Children do 
copy their parents so we should be mindful to our 
actions; whatever we want our children to be, we 
must portray it in ourselves. May God help us 
comprehend this very basic requisite for the proper 
training of our offspring.

a) Embedding love of God and respect for religion 
right in the childhood:
Religion is one of the greatest bounties of God 
through which we manage to lead a better life. 
Therefore, it should be our first obligation to instigate 
the love for God in the hearts of our children by 
letting them remember and oblige to the countless 
bounties been showered upon us. Hazoor explained 

this by quoting one of the extract of Hazrat Musleh 
Maud (ra) in his speech:

“If the parents do not strive to partake religious 
education in their childhood, their children may 
never gain it latter. It’s a pity that the age which is apt 
to attain worldly wisdom is not recommended for 
attaining religious knowledge”.

Hazoor added:
“Women ought to go with men if we wish our children 
to become religiously stable. Men cannot stay at 
home all the times; it is women who are supposed to 
take care of the children. But at times even the 
religious minded mothers lag behind in their job of 
imparting religious education to their offspring. If a 
child is sleeping at the time of prayer, she lets   it 
remain sleeping. So it is very important that women 
should be made aware of the fact that training must 
be started in childhood. My first advice is this that do 
train your children in their early childhood if you 
want to grow them up into a righteous being.” 
(Orhni walion key liay phool page 127-128)

Keeping this in mind, the pledges of all the auxiliary 
organizations of jamaat include the determination to 
keep  religion afore every worldly need, so that we 
may keep  this devotion for religion alive throughout 
our lives. Ironically, we see that we are ready to 
sacrifice anything to attain secular knowledge; 
whereas the religious knowledge is not given due 
importance. This makes us stand in a situation where 
school homework or club match takes precedence 
over congregational prayers or religious classes. We 
don’t even bother to get a day off from school to 
celebrate our religious events. So we can see that it is 
of utmost importance to embed the love for religion 
right in childhood. Hadhrat Musleh Maud (ra) gave 
words to this wish of his in this couplet:
translation: 

(No matter how knowledgeable you become; it will 
not give us any happiness if you are devoid of the gist 
of Islam.)

In this materialistic age, the electronic inventions 
have invaded the minds of our new generation. We 
will have to engage a very  subtle loving tactics to 
help  them achieve nearness to their religion through 
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which they can defend themselves against  the evils of 
these modern devices. Young minds of this age are 
intelligent and if guided by simple examples in a 
loving atmosphere, they are sure to get the point. 

Try to help them understand the importance of 
religion in the secular life through this example. Our 
life is like a boat sailing over the water. The sailor 
cannot make to the bank of the river if not equipped 
with oars and sails. Likewise, a person cannot live 
through this corporal life safely if not helped by its 
religion. As a boat sinks into the deep waters if not 
steered by its oars and sails; likewise a man may 
drown into the depths of this materialistic world if not 
steered onto the right path by religion.

b) Providing favourable atmosphere at home:
Another important requisite for the proper training of 
children is to provide them with a very  noble and 
favourable atmosphere at  homes. It will be possible 
only if both of the parents are willing to give due 
respect to each other and fulfilling each other’s 
duties. It gives rise to various problems if husband 
and wife do not have time to take care of each other’s 
sentiments. This results in their indifferent behaviour 
and frustration which adversely affects the 
personality development of their children. Therefore 
they  should take care lest their differences may ruin 
their offspring and should never ever abuse each 
other in front of their children. A woman if obeys her 
husband out of her love for God will be always 
helped by the benign God.

c) Respecting the children:
Respecting your children and taking care of their 
morals is a measure to make their personality a 
balanced one. Hazrat  Annas bin Malik relates that 
Hazrat Muhammad (saw) said:
“Respect your children and cultivate good manners 
in them.”(Sunnan ibn-e-Maja)

Explaining this Hadith Hazrat Khalifatul Masih-v 
said:
 “There are some minor things mothers neglect and 
ignore as if they are not worthing. For example, while 
visiting anyone’s home ,if her child is messing with 
the  things there; if he is touching everything with its 

dirty hands after eating chocolate or other eatables; 
this behaviour although annoying everyone does not 
incites its mother to even look up to the child lest  
admonishing. She refrains herself from saying 
anything to the child even if she notices her child’s 
mischief thinking that it will injure the self- esteem of 
the child and he will be ashamed; this is absolutely a 
wrong practice.”

Hazoor presented the following solution to the above 
mentioned problem:
“Do not indulge in giving corporal punishment for 
this; instead of it your serious countenance will be 
enough to make him conscious of its mistake.” 
(Orhni walion kayl iay phool –vol.3 part 1.page 17)

So these are some of the training strategies that will 
surely help  you. But do remember that the real 
guidance comes through Allah’s grace. Hazrat Masih-
e-Maud’s (as) following saying sums up:
“The real guidance and training is an act of God. 
Being rigid and stressing too much upon something 
i.e. admonishing children in a way to think that we 
are the source of guidance and we can lead them on 
to our own accord is like associating ourselves as 
partners to Allah…… I pray for my children and 
require them to follow a broad set of rules of 
behaviour and no more. Beyond this I put my full 
trust in Allah Almighty with the confidence that the 
seed of good fortune inherent in each of them will 
flourish at its proper time.” 
(Malfoozat vol. 1- pg 309 published in  Orhniwalion kay liye phool vol. 
3 part 1 page 18)

d) Making use of the training strategies of the 
virtuous one:

Another important requisite for training is to make 
use of the methodology of our virtuous ancestors. In 
this regard I humbly wish to state the measures taken 
by the great mother “Hazrat Amman Jan Sayyeda 
Nusrat Jehan begum sahiba”. She raised such 
exemplary  children who grew up into such leading 
personalities whom the whole world followed. The 
following great personalities were raised in her lap. 
Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mehmood Ahmad((ra) 
Khalifatul Massih II, Hazrat Sahibzada Mirza Bashir 
Ahmad(ra), Hazrat Sahibzada Mirza Sharif Ahmad 
Sahib(ra),Hazrat Sayyeda Nawab Mubarika Begum 
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Sahiba(ra) and Hazrat Sayyeda Amtul Hafeez Begum 
Sahiba. 

Hazrat Amma Jaan’s Training strategies:
Her daughter Sayyeda Nawab Mubarika Begum 
Sahiba (ra) told about the measures taken by her 
mother. She told that she has observed deeply the 
different methodologies of various common as well 
as well-known persons, yet could not find anyone 
excelling Hazrat Amma Jaan (ra) in this respect. She 
was not educated worldly wise in any institution 
except gaining some knowledge about Urdu 
language. But viewing methodology about training 
offspring, one cannot but acknowledge it to be a great 
bounty of God gifted to her by  His grace and the 
guidance by His Masih (as).

She says that one of the best principles to follow in 
this respect is to put a trusted confidence in the child 
and to make him oblige this trust. Then she always 
taught to hate lying and she always advised us to train 
your child to obey you in every respect. Childhood 
mischief will not ruin him if he is an obedient child. 
He will be in the habit of obeying you that will refer 
his vice if even he indulges in one. 

She used to say that obedience always helps 
reformation at every stage. Because of this training of 
hers we as children never ever dreamt of doing 
anything against her will even in her absence. Hazrat 
Ummul-Momineen always quoted reportedly that her 
children never speak a lie and this trust of hers 
refrained us going astray. She always said that she 
cannot recollect a single incident of her rigidity. 
Nevertheless, she has an impressive and respectable 
countenance that drew us closer to our father than her. 
She also stressed upon the principle of training the 
very first child earnestly as it will be followed by the 
later offspring. So, these golden principles are so 
powerful that can really change the fate of the 
children. 

May God ignore our lapses and enable us to 
incorporate all these requisites and golden principles 
while training our next generation. (Ameen)

I humbly acknowledge here that I learned a lot while 
I wrote this article and came to know about my 
shortcomings. I pondered it over and over again while 

sharing these points with the readers, if I myself am 
taking all these measures or not. This process enabled 
me to reform myself in a new light. Alhamdulillah 
 (Translated by Tahira Chaudhry, Canada)

Upbringing of children 

Purdah
Hadrat Masih Mau`ud (as) stated:
“People are urging the relaxation of ‘Purdah’ in order 
to follow the practice of Europe but this is not at all 
appropriate. This freedom for women is the root cause 
of evil and disobedience. Just ponder over the moral 
condition of those countries where this kind of 
freedom is tolerated. If you see a rise in the level of 
their purity and chastity  as a result of this freedom, 
then we will accept that we are wrong. However, it is 
clear that when man and woman have complete 
freedom of association with each other, their 
relationships are extremely dangerous and injurious to 
society. Casting evil glances and being overcome by 
carnal desires is in man’s nature. If despite ‘Purdah’ 
some succumb to evil deeds and become disobedient, 
one can imagine what would happen where freedom 
prevails.” (Malfoozat Vol. 4, Page 104)

Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih II (ra) stated:

“The ‘Purdah’ according to the Shariah and based on 
the Holy Qur’an, is that a woman’s hair, neck, and 
face up to the front of her ears should be covered. 
This instruction can be adopted in different countries 
in accordance with their local dress and 
customs.” (Alfazal Nov. 3, 1924) The entire body 
excluding one’s palms are included in ‘Purdah’.

Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih III (rh) stated during an 
address to the Norway Lajna: 

“I ask those women who do not consider the 
observance of ‘Purdah’ necessary here, what service 
have they rendered Islam by abandoning this 
observance? Today, some seek permission to do away 
with ‘Purdah’ altogether. Tomorrow, they will seek 
permission to bathe and lay bare on the beach. Later, 
they  will seek permission to bear children out of 
wedlock. I will tell them that they should be prepared 
for the fire of Hell. They should mend their ways 
before Allah’s wrath descends upon .” (Western our 
Aug. 1980 Pages, 238-239)
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Upbringing of Children
and the 

responsibility of Parents
(by Tayyaba Mashood)

Children are a great blessing and a sacred trust 
bestowed by  Allah. God has entrusted parents with 
the responsibility  of their upbringing .They  are 
required to prepare themselves even before the birth 
of their child. It is vital for the parents to keep their 
thoughts pure and pious at that time and should 
continue reciting this supplication frequently:

(Al-Imran-39)

Translation: “My Lord, grant me from thyself pure 
offspring.”

The first step towards training starts with the saying 
of adhan right after the birth of child. It is actually  a 
reminder for the parents that it’s the time to start 
training. It has been proved in recent times that the 
subconscious of child is activated the next moment it 
is delivered to this world although we may not notice 
it. It is often said that the child is not aware of its 
surrounding at this early age; so our actions will not 
have an impact upon the child. It is a wrong concept. 

The child may not respond directly  but our actions do 
affect its subconscious. Therefore parents should be 
extra careful in the presence of their new born child 
and do not indulge in such actions which they will 
refrain from in a civilized society.
A Hadith states that Hadhrat Mohammad (pbuh) said:

“It is better to bring up your children well than to 
give Sadqa.” (Tirmizi)

Hadhrat Aysha (ra) states that:

“Our beloved Prophet (pbuh) said that the best food 
is that which you yourself earn and your children are 
your best earnings.”   (Tirmizi)
By children being the best earning it is meant that 
raise your children in such a way that they be pious 
and such children will pray for their parent.

Best role model example:
Parents need to be the best role model for their 
offspring. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) drew parent’s 
attention to this by stating that:

(Muslim)

Translation: “Every child is born with a good nature 
it then depend on the parents how they raise their 
children, according to their environment, as Jews, 
Christians or Pagan.”

Hence a child learns foremost from his parents. 
Whatever example parents portray the child is sure to 
follow. If parents do their best to impart the best 
possible training, it is impossible that  their children 
do not grow up into pious beings. 

Hadhrat Masih Maud (as) stated that: “Be virtuous 
and be a role model of virtue and piety for your 
children and pray and endeavour to raise pious and 
virtuous children.”

Further he added, “Your actions should be the best 
example and lesson for your children and it is 
important to mend your own ways first. If you become 
pious and pure and please your Lord, He is sure to do 
the best for your children.” 
(Malfoozat Vol 3, Page 770-772)

Self-Reformation before wishing for virtuous 
offspring:

The founder of Jamaat Ahmadiyya, Hadhrat Masih 
Maud (as) said that:

“Wishing for pious and God fearing offspring would 
be in vein unless he tries to reform himself. If he leads 
a sinful life but wishes for virtuous offspring then his 
claim would be useless, it is essential to reform 
oneself if before making such wishes only then would 
such a wish be granted”.  
(Malfoozat Vol 1, page 501-502)

It is very  difficult to raise children in the present age. 
T.V, computer, video games and numerous other 
distractions are there to drive us away from our God. 
Since we have spent our lives in an Islamic society, 
we know the morals and high values of this society.  
But it is up to the parents in general and mothers in 
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particular to introduce Islamic values to the children, 
who are living in the non-Islamic western society and 
to enable them to act upon Islamic ways in their 
everyday lives.
Mother’s lap  is a child’s foremost learning institution. 
Children are very  close to their mother, they  are 
therefore greatly influenced by  the mother’s actions. 
Mothers should therefore be role models for their 
children and try to set high standard of virtuousness 
for them and hence strive to inculcate the same in 
their offspring.

On 27th July, 1991 while addressing Ahmadi mothers 
at the Jalsa Salana, UK, Hadhrat  Khalifat-ul-Masih 
IV (ra) said:

 “Since mothers give birth to them, mothers make 
their future world. The mother’s milk decides the 
destiny of a nation whether it would be a poisonous 
nation or a life giving nation. Hence a great 
responsibility rests on your shoulders; I have never 
witnessed the children of God fearing and pious 
mothers go wrong. But, I have seen the children of 
very pious fathers go wrong because the mothers 
were not virtuous. I have always witnessed mothers 
winning in this sense. Mothers who have a personal 
connection with Allah, their children never go astray 
from the right path. No wonder Hadhrat Muhammad 
(pbuh) did not say that the paradise lies under 
father’s feet; In fact He (pbuh) stated that paradise 
lies under mother’s feet. Now it is for you to decide 
whether you want to give paradise to your future 
generations or want to have them thrown in to hell. 
And if they are thrown into hell then it makes you 
doubly responsible. Hence paradise does not lie 
under every mother’s feet. In broader sense it means 
that if the future generations are eligible to enter 
paradise, it would only be due to mothers who are 
virtuous and are themselves eligible for entry to 
Paradise. The offspring of such mothers would surely 
enter paradise.”  

Early childhood is the time for basic training. The 
imprint of this training stays long and lays foundation 
stone for the life to come. That’s why it is said that 
lessons learnt in childhood are engraved in our mind 
for ever, like carving on a stone. 

Hadhrat Khalifat-ul-Masih II (ra) stated: 

“Our future generations can neither attain high 
moral values unless they get a good training from the 
very childhood, nor can they be true Muslims or 
Ahmadies. Hence if anyone has even the slightest love 
and respect for Allah and his Messenger (pbuh), 
Islam and Ahmadiyyat or even the love for humanity 
should bring up their children with utmost 
care.”   (Khutbaat e Mahmood, Vol. II)

We teach a child to recite the Kalima as soon as he 
learns to speak; we teach them to greet others and 
respect the elders, but it has been observed that in 
some houses when the same child is a little older and 
if an elder relation scolds him for some wrong doing. 
The child runs back to his parents to complain. Some 
parents may  over react and think “how dare so and so 
scold my child.” Even though the relation may have 
scolded the child thinking it to be his right to correct 
the child for his wrong doing, parents overlook their 
child’s mistake and are only concerned with the 
scolding. They curse the said relation in front of child 
and as a result, the child loses respect for that 
relation. 

Some parents want their child to respect themselves 
but overlook and ignore the child’s disrespectful 
behaviour towards other elders saying that ‘he is only 
a child’. Sometimes parents even encourage their 
children to be disrespectful to elders. Ultimately a 
time comes when the child grows up and becomes 
independent. And is not only disrespectful to elders 
but does not give due respect even to his parents. On 
the other hand the parents who explain to their child 
that your elder relation have a right to correct you on 
your wrong doings, are in fact sowing seeds of 
respect for all elders in the child’s heart.

When this child grows up and becomes independent, 
he will not only respect his parents but would respect 
all his elders; he will also learn to love to his younger. 
He will prove to be a useful member of the society.
Hadhrat Khalifa tul Masih I beautifully emphasised 
the various aspects of children’s upbringing in the 
following words:
“Strive to bring up your children so as to promote 
mutual brotherhood unity, courage, self-respect and 
independence among them. On the one hand raise 
them to be good humans and on the other hand good 
Muslims.” (Khutbaat-e-Noor, page 27)
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Mutual Brotherhood and Unity:
Brothers and sisters should have mutual love and 
respect. Assign different chores to children and 
encourage them to help  each other in fulfilling the 
assigned duties. This will promote a sense of 
responsibility in them, promoting mutual love and 
understanding and hence love and brotherhood. Elder 
brothers and sisters should be encouraged to help 
their younger ones and solve each other’s problems.

Patience:
Another important aspect of the children’s upbringing 
is to inculcate patience in children. Children should 
be taught to bear hardship because life is full of ups 
and downs. If a child’s every desire is fulfilled, he/she 
would not  have the strength to bear hardship. At time 
it is a good idea not to provide a child with something 
even if it is affordable.

Respect Children:
It is stated in a Hadith: (Ibne Maja)

Translation:   “Respect your children and treat them 
with love and respect.”

It is quite evident from this hadith that parents should 
be loving and forgiving to their children in order to 
mould them into good humans.
Children can commit mistake but it  is not advisable to 
give out to them on small matters and hurt their self-
respect and pride.
In fact they should be given certain liberties and 
treated with frankness. Too much sternness can create 
distances between children and parents. Parents will 
remain unaware of their children’s short comings and 
bad habits due to these distances, and hence, they 
would not be able to correct these short comings.

Hadhrat Khalifa tul Masih IV said that: 
“Those who treat their children with dignity, their 
children will reciprocate their feelings and will also 
respect others outside the home. This continues 
generation after generation. Children should be 
t rea ted k ind ly and no t sco lded a t pe t t y 
matters.” (Mashal-e-Rah, Vol. 4 Pg 486)
Do correct them when they  are wrong, because it is 
an important aspect of children’s good upbringing. 

Children have self-esteem and condemning them in 
public and in the presence of their friends, can have 
very harmful effect on their psychic. Whenever 
necessary, they should be forbidden gently; lovingly 
yet firmly. This would help  reform them. Bad habits 
such as stealing and begging often stem out  from low 
self-esteem. If you need to give advice or discuss 
something, do it  in private so as not to hurt the child’s 
dignity.

Trust your Children:
 We should help build our children’s confidence. 
They  should be praised in public from time to time to 
boost their esteem and self - confidence. If there is a 
problem share it with the children and ask them to 
pray for it. This will help them build a relationship 
with Allah and inculcate the habit to turn to Allah in 
hard times.

Hadhrat Amman Jaan’s way of upbringing:

Syeda Nawab Mubarka Begum Sahiba tells about her 
mother Hadhrat Syeda Nusrat Jahan Begum Sahiba’s 
way of bringing up her children, she said:

“One of her most vital rule of raising children was to 
express so much trust and confidence in a child that 
the child would try his/her best to live up to the 
expectations. She also placed great emphasis on 
promoting truthfulness, pride and generosity in her 
children. She always maintained that parents should 
put in all their efforts in training well their first child, 
as the rest will follow in his/her footsteps.”
(Address to Ladies, Jalsa Salana 2003)

Be friendly with your children:

Parents should be friendly towards their children. The 
atmosphere at  home should not be dull, dry  and 
suppressive; accompany your children to watch their 
favourite TV programmes with them. It  will enable 
them to shun impropriate and uncivilized things being 
shown on TV. If parents are oppressive and unduly 
stern, children will conceal things from them. Play 
games with children and take interest in their hobbies. 
Give priority  to children’s likes and dislikes in 
picking their outfits and food etc. Interact  with your 
children in a friendly way so that they would share 
their problems with you. 
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The atmosphere at home should be such that children 
should feel happiness and contentment at home; 
children should happily  await their father’s arrival. 
Children should not avoid encounter with parents. 
Keep an eye on your children’s friends. Invite your 
children’s friends to your house from time to time. 
Also allow your children to visit their friends but 
sleepovers are not advisable at all. Make it clear to 
your children that they have to be at home by the 
night. Talking to friends on phone for hours in private 
can lead to undesirable results. Forbid your children 
to chat with strangers on the internet. Discuss its 
harmful effects in their presence.

Bring along your children to the Jamaat functions. 
Encourage them to listen to the speeches of the 
Khalifa-e-waqt. Encourage them to pay  the Jamaat 
Chanda from childhood to develop the habit of giving 
in the way  of Allah. Repeatedly tell your children 
who we are and what out aspirations are: we have our 
own distinct identity; our sole motive is to please 
Allah. Do not intimidate children from Allah instead 
generate Allah’s love in their hearts.

Politeness and Forbearance:

Parents should try to teach their children to be polite, 
soft spoken and patient from the very  beginning. For 
example, if a child is hungry and demanding milk or 
food, the mother, being busy, tells him/her to wait till 
she finishes her chores; the child may wait for a while 
but may start  crying and then may throw tantrums. 
This will happen a few times and thus the child will 
learn to cry  out for its needs. This gradually  leads the 
child to being intolerant, impatient and irritable.

Hadhrat Khalifa tul Masih V says in this regards:
“Do not raise your children to be stubborn and 
obstinate. They grow to be stubborn when a child 
insists to get something, it is refused at first. But soon 
afterwards, when child demands it persistently, 
parents give it up after punishing a bit or even 
without punishment, they render to its demand. 
Now, the child understands that every time he will 
have to cry out and be stubborn to get his wish to be 
granted. In this way, they are leading it towards 
stubbornness. Parents should be mindful of this.”  
  
 (Mashal e Rah, Vol V Part 2, page 170)

Huzur also says:
 “Some parents tend to treat their children 
with preferences. They may pamper one child too 
much at the cost of the other siblings which at times 
becomes very obvious. This situation also generates 
stubbornness and subdued feelings of resentment 
among the siblings may develop into hatred at the 
end.  If such complexes are born in a girl, she can 
make life miserable for her future husbands and in 
laws. These character traits can also have very 
negative effect on the upbringing of her children, and 
hence effect the future generation.”
 (Jalsa Salana 2003, Address to Lajna)

Similarly  on another occasion Hadhrat Khalifa tul 
Masih V said:
 “ Bear in mind that an Ahmadi mother’s child 
is not just hers but it is the Jamaat’s and not only  the 
Jamaat’s but a child of the Ummat of Hadhrat 
Muhammad (pbuh) and he/she is to win the world 
over by portraying Hadhrat Muhammad(pbuh) 
teachings in a positive way, and unite the world under 
the banner of Islam. Hence, beware not to destroy 
upcoming generation.”
(Address to Lajna, Jalsa Salana 2003)     
    
Father’s Supplications for his children are 
accepted:
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said:
Translation: “that a father’s dua for his children are 
accepted in the same spirit as the Prophet’s prayers 
for his followers.”       
Hence parents should always keep praying for their 
children to grow them up  into pious and good 
humans. Because parents supplications are granted 
acceptance. Parents should frequently recite the 
following Quranic Dua:
Translation: “Our Lord, grants us of our wives and 
children the delight of our eyes, and makes us a 
model for the righteous.”

This is possible only  if children are pious. We should 
pray from the depth of our hearts for our children. 
Raising children in accordance to Islamic teachings is 
very challenging in today’s age, it’s like a Jihad, and 
every  mother has to take part in this Jihad. We can do 
so with Allah’s help. O Ahmadi mothers, raise your 
children in the best possible way and only then would 
paradise lie under your feet and you will be rewarded. 
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Every  mother who participates in this Jihad will be 
entitled as ‘Mujahida’.

May Allah enable us all to raise our children in the 
best possible way, so that they will become useful 
members of the society and hence serve their country 
and community; and may they grow up to be sincere 
servants to their faith and Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud 
(as), and hence be getting all the goodness in this 
world and in the life hereafter. Ameen
(Translated by Nazia Zafar, Dublin)
......................................................................................

Persecution and 
Relationship with Allāh
 On November 11, 2011, Ḥadhrat Khalifatul 
Masih V(atba) delivered the Friday Sermon at Baitul 
Futūḥ Mosque, London.

Speaking about the persecution of Aḥmadīs in various 
parts of the world, Hazoor (atba) said this 
discriminating behavior and these attempts to weaken 
the faith of the believers are nothing new. This is how 
men of God have always been treated. When we 
experience opposition and persecution and witness 
history repeating itself, a new life is breathed into our 
faith.

Hazoor (atba) said no amount of opposition or targeted 
legislation will stop the mission of the Promised 
Messiahas, because Allāh Himself has promised him 
success.

Hazoor (atba) cited several revelations of the Promised 
Messiahas regarding his ultimate victory. Hazoor (atba) 

said the faith inspired in us by  the Promised 
Messiahas gives us the courage not to be perturbed by 
such hardships. When we see how Allāh continues to 
bless the Promised Messiahas with His support, we 
become even more convinced that Allāh will always 
stand by his Jamā‘at.

Hazoor (atba) said Allāh grants respite to the 
aggressors for a while, but  they are ultimately 
brought to account. And when Allāh’s judgement 
comes, no power and no claims of majority  will save 
them. Hazoor (atba) said lodging false cases against 
Aḥmadīs, harassing Aḥmadī businessmen, civil 
servants and innocent school and college students, are 

acts that are not pleasing to God. He is indeed most 
powerful and severe in retribution.

Hazoor (atba) said there is no doubt that Allāh will 
cause the Promised Messiahas to be victorious, for He 
always grants victory to His elect and this is His 
decree. The message for the believers is that their 
small numbers should not dishearten them, rather 
they  should seek to strengthen their faith, foster their 
relationship  with God, do good deeds and devote 
themselves to worship. The Promised Messiahas says, 
“The truth is that  Allāh is Almighty and most 
Powerful; no one who turns to Him with love and 
devotion is ever ruined. The enemy thinks that he can 
destroy them with their schemes and the tyrant claims 
that he will crush them, but God says, ‘Can you fight 
Me? Can you bring disgrace upon those I love?’ 
Foolish are those who, when hatching such shameful 
schemes, forget the Supreme Being, without Whose 
permission not a leaf can fall from a tree. Such people 
have always been frustrated in their designs to 
destroy the righteous. Indeed, the righteous are 
granted signs from their Lord which make them 
cognizant of Him.”

Hazoor (atba) said if we continue to submit to our 
Almighty Lord with love and devotion, no real harm 
can come to us. This is why I made a special appeal 
for prayers, nawāfil and fasting. Referring to the 
words “After 11, Inshā’Allāh,” which were revealed 
to the Promised Messiahas, Ḥuḍūraa said this prophecy 
has been fulfilled several times in the past and we 
hope that it  will come true again even more 
brilliantly. Hazoor (atba) said we should pray  with such 
fervour that our cries reach heaven and move the 
Divine throne, so that we witness the days of our 
victory. May Allāh grant us all greater ability  and 
opportunity to pray and supplicate. Āmin

At the end of the sermon, Hazoor (atba) informed the 
Jamā‘at of the sad demise of Muḥammad Sādiq 
Nangli sāḥib a Dirvesh of Qadian; and of the tragic 
martyrdom of Aḥmad Yusuf sāḥib, a newly converted 
Arab Ahmadi from Syria. Hazoor (atba) led their 
Namāz Janazah Gha’ib after Friday prayers. 

This Friday sermon summary was published in May 
2012 issue of Ahmadiyya Gazette Canada.
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DIVINE GUIDANCE 

TOWARDS THE

 RIGHT PATH

by Shamim Vaince

I was born to a Zamindar family, who was 

associated with Ahl-e -Hadith sect. All through my 
life I never knew of any Biddat being practiced in our 
homes. None of our family  members was Ahmadi. 
My maternal uncle Chaudhry Ghulam Muhayyudin 
(late) was the first to accept Ahmadiyat in our family. 
He convinced my late mother to accept Ahmadiyat 
after him. I can quite vividly remember our visit  to 
Qadian to attend the annual convention. I and my 
sister accompanied my mother. My mother died two 
years later. We were five brothers and sisters at that 
time. After her my father has to take care of all of us. 
My father followed the Ahl-e-hadith sect and so we 
were brought up  in a very religious atmosphere. It 
was our daily routine to recite Quran and pray five 
times. We became very  particular about that and this 
routine of ours continues till today.

Our elder maternal uncle used to visit us even after 
the death of my mother. He loved us ardently out of 
his love for his deceased sister. When I grew up to the 
age of being married, he asked for my  hand for his 
elder son. Our father respected my uncle very much; 
so he responded in affirmative and thus I came to live 
in an Ahmadi home after being married.

After I got married, my Mammo Jan used to preach 
me about Ahmadiyat but in vain. It  did not convince 
me at all. I believed Ahl-e-hadith faith to be the best. 
Ten years passed away in this confusion. Mamoo jan 
continued preaching me that imam Mahdi whose 
advent was prophesized, has appeared. It will be 
better for us to accept him.  I was mother to three 
children- two boys and one girl - now. I must 
acknowledge here that my uncle's exemplary 
behaviour in this respect also incited me; he helped 
the poor in need; he always stood by the one who was 

on the right, no matter how poor he was. Witnessing 
all these things moved me.
It was in the month of Ramadhan that a missionary 
preacher visited our village -Ram pura, Sheikhopura. 
Mamoo jan , after having the dinner, told us women 
to sit in a room, while all the men will be  in the 
adjacent room. He advised us to listen carefully  to the 
Maulvi sahib; I knew he was specially  addressing me. 
Maulvi sahib preached us comprehensively. I was 
convinced and thoroughly moved by his speech. I 
asked Mamoo jan to fill in the Bait Form for me. I 
signed it. But it  was not  yet many days passed that I 
felt  a kind of uneasiness about this act  of mine. I 
could not  go to sleep for many a nights because of 
this confusion.  Am I on the right to sign the Bait 
form or not?
 
It was the last Ashra of Ramadhan; I was reciting 
Quran -Kareem after Isha prayer when sleep befell 
me. I dreamt as I was praying at the same place, a 
virtuous old man crowned like a king came. He was 
carrying a lamp in his hand; more luminous than the 
gas lamp  we used in the village. The pious man 
recited the Kalima loudly. I hastened to finish my 
prayer and told him that I already knew this Kalima; 
you just tell me about the advent of Imam Mahdi; has 
he appeared? He replied in affirmative and repeated it 
three times. And with that he walked away. There was 
a wooden ladder beside the wall of our kitchen. He 
stepped over it and vanished away after reaching the 
top. I woke up at that  instance and lied down. I was 
sweating all over. My sister-in-law, Fazeelat, was also 
praying in the same room. I narrated the whole 
incidence to her and she told it to my uncle. He asked 
me if I was not satisfied. I told him that I was 
confused but now I am perfectly satisfied and serene. 
My lord has helped me out of that. From that day 
onwards I was never ever doubtful about 
Ahmadiyyat. I am extremely thankful to God 
Almighty to lead onto the right path. My brothers and 
sister are still Non - Ahmadi. I request all my readers 
to pray earnestly to God for them to see the right path 
and accept Ahmadiyyat. (Amen)
 
Shamim Vaince,
Toronto,Canada.
(Translated by Tahira Chaudhry, Canada)
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Financial 
Sacrifices

(by Rubina Karim)

The concept of financial sacrifice exists in almost all 
the major religions of the world, and besides this 
every  country implements different taxes for the 
welfare of their citizens; so that they can step forward 
towards prosperity and social equality. But Islam 
surpasses them all by making financial sacrifice a part 
of worship. Other nations do business on the basis of 
interest and as a result of this, their wealth circulates 
amongst the major business organizations and 
selected few families instead of passing on to the 
needy. As stated by God Almighty in the Holy Quran:

“Whatever you lay  out at interest that  it may increase 
the wealth of the people, it does not increase in the 
sight of Allah; but whatever you give in Zakat 
seeking the pleasure of Allah- it is these who will 
increase their wealth manifold”. (Surah Rum Verse 40)

The notion of financial sacrifice in Islam is based on 
the fact that all wealth a man possesses is given to 
him by  God and is a sacred trust. If Allah decides to 
take anything from this gift and tells His servant to 
spend it in His cause, he should readily  comply  with 
His commandment with all his heart. He knows that 
this act of his will entitle him to more blessings and 
make him achieve nearness to God.  

The Holy Quran recurrently instructs about financial 
sacrifice, keeping in view the need to purify the heart 
and soul. The believers are raised in taqwa through it. 
It reforms and generates new life in the nation by 
cleansing them of their various vices; so whosoever is 
reluctant to spend in Allah’s cause should keep this 
verse of Quran in view. Allah says:

“And let not those, who are niggardly with respect 
what Allah has given them of His bounty think that  it 
is good for them; nay, it is evil for them. That with 
respect to which they were niggardly shall be put as a 
collar round their necks on the Day of Resurrection. 
And to Allah belongs the heritage of the heavens and 
the earth, and Allah is well aware of what you 
do.” (Surah Al Imran Verse181)

And be assured, that an honest sacrifice in the name 
of Allah never goes waste. Allah says about those 
who spend in His way:

“Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, 
then follow not up what they have spent with taunt or 
injury, for them is their reward with their Lord, and 
they  shall have no fear, nor shall they  grieve”. (Surah Al 
Baqarah Verse 263)

Allah comforts those who spend in his way in the 
Quran in these words:

“Those who spend their wealth by night  and day, 
secretly and openly, have their reward with their 
Lord, on them shall come no fear, nor shall they 
grieve”. (Surah Al Baqarah Verse 275) 

Holy  Prophet (pbuh) and his companions` set 
glorious examples of financial sacrifices in history 
under his prophet hood. It was Hazrat Khadija (ra) 
who was the first to present as donation all her wealth 
to him, to be spent for the propagation of Islam. 
Hazrat Abu Baker (ra) one of these initial 
companions- bought and set many muslim- slaves 
free. Hazrat Bilal Habshi(ra) was one of such slaves. 
Similarly, during the period of migration, high 
standards of financial sacrifices were set  by  the 
companions of the holy Prophet (saw). I would like to 
quote here just one of the incidents to show how the 
followers of the Holy Prophet tried to excel each 
other in sacrificing their wealth.

Right now I am glancing back at the times in history 
where during the battle of Tabook Muslim army  had 
to confront the super power of that time- the Roman 
Empire. At this occasion, Holy Prophet (saw) urged 
his followers for the donations. Hazrat Umar (ra) 
donated half of what he owned. Holy Prophet (saw) 
was much pleased and asked him, “Umar! Did you 
leave anything at home for your family?”

“Yes, Messenger of Allah, I have left at  home exactly 
half of what I possess”, he replied.

In the meantime Hazrat Abu Bakr (ra) also arrived 
with his contributions. The Holy Prophet (saw) asked 
him, “Abu Bakr, what have you left at home?” He 
answered, “The name of Allah and His Messenger.” 
Hazrat Umar (ra), who was looking for a chance to 
excel Hazrat Abu Bakr (ra) that day with his 
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contributions, realised that Hazrat Abu Bakr (ra) had 
excelled him on this occasion too. 

It is reported in “Sahi Bukhari” Chapter zakat, that 
our beloved Prophet (pbuh) stated: “Only two 
persons are worthy of being envied; a person upon 
whom Allah bestows riches and gives him the power 
to spend in a righteous cause; and a person upon 
whom Allah bestows wisdom and knowledge by which 
he judges and teaches others.”

We should bear in mind that wealth does not come of 
its own accord; it is a bounty granted by Allah. Hazrat 
Massih-e-Maud (as) says: 

“It goes without saying, that you cannot love two 
things at the same time; it is not possible for you to 
love wealth as well as to love Allah. You can love 
only one of them. Lucky is he who loves Allah. If any 
of you loves Allah and spends his/her wealth in His 
cause, I am certain that his/her wealth will increase 
more than that of others,for wealth doesn’t come by 
itself, rather it  comes by Allah’s will. Whoever parts 
with some of his wealth for the sake of Allah, will 
surely get it back. But he who loves his wealth and 
doesn’t serve in the way of Allah as he should will 
surely lose his wealth. Do not ever imagine that your 
wealth comes of your own effort, no, it comes from 
Allah Almighty. And do not ever imagine that you do 
a favour to Allah or his Appointed One by offering 
your money  or helping in any other way. Rather it is 
His favour upon you that he calls you to this service”.
(Majmua Ishtiharaat, Vol. 3, Pg. 497-498)

Hazrat Massih-e- Maud (as) says: “If you do good 
deeds, are honest and serve others, you will live long 
and your wealth will be blessed and hence increase”. 
(Tabligh-e-Risalat, Vol. 10, Pg. 56)

Allah has presented a unique concept of financial 
sacrifices, in this age of Islamic Renaissance through 
the followers of the Promised Messiah (as). His 
devotees are excelling each other in sacrifices for the 
propagation and glorification of Islam. It is worth 
noting that in his booklet Al-Wasiat, Hazrat Massih-e-
Maud (as) has drawn our attention towards two 
things: firstly, the Second Manifestation i.e. the 
establishment of Nizam-e-Khilafat; and secondly 
sacrificing financially in the name of God. 

As is evident by its very name Al-Wasiyat (The Will), 
Hazrat Massih-e-Maud (as) instigated among his 

followers a spirit to generously donate their wealth 
for the propagation of jamaat for hoisting flag of 
Hazrat Muhammad (saw) over the entire world, under 
the divine supervision of Khalifa-e-waqt. 

 May Allah enable us to understand the true meaning 
and spiritual aim of the Promised Messiah’s Will. 
May Allah help  us obey our Khalifa whole heartedly 
and answer every call of his for financial sacrifice. 
(Amin)

Another incident that will always be written in golden 
words in the history of Ahmadiyat, is when during the 
times of Khalifatul Masih II, the Majlis-e-Ahrar 
claimed to destroy Qadian and wipe off Jamaat 
Ahmadiya. Hazrat Musleh Maud initiated the Tehrik-
e-Jadid to counter this evil design.  As a result of this 
movement the message of Ahmadiyat spread to the 
corners of the world and Majlis-e-Ahrar came to its 
end without fulfilling its evil designs. Maulvi Zafar 
Ali Khan (editor newspaper Zamindar) who was a 
prominent opponent of Jamaat Ahmadiyya admitted 
this defeat and said: 

“Majlis-e-Ahrar, you cannot harm  Mirza Bashir-ud-
din Mehmood Ahmad because he has the knowledge 
of the Quran and a group of  mujahids  who are 
always willing to serve  Islam. If you wish to 
compete with them you should acquire   knowledge 
of Islam and prepare a group of mujahids like them”.

 So, we are witnessing the magnificent and vivid 
result of the financial sacrifices. We can quite easily 
fore see the results of our excelling in financial 
sacrifices.

I shall now like to draw my sisters’ attention to the 
system of Jamaat’s Chandajat. May Allah enable us to 
live up to the expectations of our beloved Khalifa. I’ll 
briefly tell about these chandas.

Zakat:

 First of all I want to draw your attention towards one 
of the important pillars of Islam i.e. paying zakat. It  is 
obligatory to pay zakat upon every eligible (sahib-e-
nisab) man or woman. The prescribed rate of Zakat is 
2.5%. All the Ahmadi sisters are requested to pay 
zakat as it is a commandment of God. We should be 
particularly vigilant about our Salaat, Fasting and 
Zakat. And may we always make our payments 
according to the limits set by our Allah. 
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Chanda Aam:

This is the mandatory  chanda for every member of 
the Jamaat. The sisters who are in the “Wasiyat” 
system of the Jamaat have to pay 10% of their 
monthly income. Those sisters who are not in the 
Wasiyat system need to pay 6.25% of their total 
income. They are required to pay 6.25% on any form 
of income. This means if their income is 100 euros 
they have to pay 6 euros and 25 cents. 

Lajna Chanda:

Earning members and those Lajna who are receiving 
monthly income in any form are required to pay 1% 
of their income. For example if the earning is 100 
euros the Lajna chanda would amount to one euro. 
Non-earning members of lajna are required to give a 
fixed amount per year i.e. 35 euros in Ireland. Its 
breakdown is as follows:

Membership Chanda               20 euros/year

Chanda for Ijtema                    10 euros /year

Publishing                                  5 euros /year

Total per Annum                      35 euros

Nasirat Chanda:

The fixed amount of annual Chanda for Nasirat in 
Ireland is 9 euros and its breakdown is as follows:

Membership Chanda               5 euros /year

Chanda for Ijtima                      4 euros/year

Total per annum                       9 euros

There are also other chandas such as the Tahrik-e-
Jadid and Waqf-e-Jadid. May Allah enables us set 
high standard of financial sacrifices.

In the end I would also like to draw the attention of 
all my sisters to contribute generously for the 
construction of the first Ahmadiyya Muslim Mosque 
of Ireland “The Maryam Mosque”. We should also 
keep  in mind and follow the example of generosity 
set by  our sisters for London mosque and in Germany 
for the construction of Khadija Mosque Berlin. God 
may enable us to generously sacrifice.  (Ameen)

Rubina Karim (National Secretary Finance) 

(Translated by Nazia Zaffar & Tahira Chaudhry)

                             

Veil 
Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih IV (rh) stated:
“I feel that  ‘Purdah’ is disappearing from many places 
in the world as if it never existed and people do not 
realize what horrible consequences they  face as a 
reslt. Parents are pushing their next generation 
towards Hell due to their carelessness. Throughout the 
world, this situation is rapidly  deteriorating. It 
occurred to me that if Ahmadis do not immediately 
stand up  in defense of Islam then the situation will 
reach a point from which there is no return.”

“There are women who go to work but they go 
wearing make- up. What relevance does make- up 
bear to the carrying out of one’s employment?”

“Women think that in this society, where ‘Purdah’ is 
being discarded, that if they meet their friends with 
their veils, their friends will call them backwards, 
foolish, or mad and say that this age is beyond 
‘Purdah’. Men too are troubled by this. They  forget 
that dignity and respect is based on one’s character 
and dress bears no relationship to worldly honor. A 
person with high morality and good character is 
accorded respect. Therefore, we should learn to 
respect ourselves first.” (Khutbat Tahir Vol. 1, Pages 
361-367)

“The girls being brought up in this country (England) 
are confused. They think that covering one’s head is a 
backward act. Therefore, they move towards Allah 
only half- heartedly. They are, in fact, saying, ‘Oh 
God, accept us as we are. We wear scarves but only in 
the manner that  Jews cover only  a small portion of 
their heads with skull caps. Please accept this 
incomplete step that we have taken towards you.’ If 
you wish to do everything for the sake of Allah, then 
this attitude is entirely inappropriate. 

Remember that  the most attractive physical trait of a 
woman is her hair, especially when it dangles before 
her face. I have observed some young Ahmadi girls 
wear their veils in a manner which reveals the front 
portion of their hair.” (Urdu Class June 6, 1998)

(Ahmadiyya Gazette Nov-Dec. 2006 - page 25)
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Valuable Instructions
 given by 

National Sadar Sahiba 
on Refresher Courses 

of East, West & South West Jamaat

By the Grace of Allah, at  the beginning of this year, 
Lajna Imaillah was able to hold successful refresher 
courses in all the three regions. Such successful 
refresher courses were held for the first time. 
Respected National president of Lajna Imaillah 
Tayyaba Mashood Sahiba along with the national 
general secretary Dr. Rubina Kareem Sahiba and 
some of the other National secretaries visited Galway, 
Trelle and Dublin Jamaat and addressed Lajna and 
local amla members there. Presented below is a 
summary of all the three addresses.
Sadar sahiba stated the purpose of the refresher 
course as being a part of our training so that amla 
members may be made aware of their responsibilities 
and duties; so that they  are able to solve out their 
problems with mutual understanding; so that they can 
chalk out a plan to improve their working abilities 
and activate their related departments. She said that 
she wanted to state some important aspects regarding 
this:
 By the Grace of Allah our jamaat is expanding day 
by day, and with the expansion of jamaat our duties 
are also increasing. I want to draw your attention 
towards Tasbeeh, Tamhid and Istaghfar. God has also 
stressed upon it repeatedly in Quran e Karim. As in 
t h e f o l l o w i n g v e r s e o f t h e Q u r a n :

 

Praising God and invoking His mercy melts the 
hearts. Feelings of love for others are invoked. I wish 
to maintain a friendly atmosphere in jamaat. I 
therefore request you to adopt the habit of begging 
mercy of God. Petty  things should not invoke anger 
in you. You are doing this voluntary  work for God. If 
somehow, anything happens that is against your will, 
you should neglect it as this act of yours will surely 
please your Lord. By  doing so, your anger will 
automatically be appeased. If someone confronts you 
in an abrasive manner, your politeness and good 
conduct will make him aware of his own fault. 

Therefore, I request all office bearers to always be 
forgiving and using polite and pious language. Be 
humble in your attitude so that people should not be 
averted by your behaviour.
Hazrat Musleh Maud (as) stated that “the best 
reformer is the one who dictates with love.”
Approach others in a way  that should make them 
believe you are advising them for their sake. They 
will apprehend you better, if you are not commanding 
but gently guiding them.
Inculcate among you the habit of being the first to 
greet and embrace others. Praying and supplicating to 
God will help  you fulfil your duties appropriately. 
These duties are entrusted upon you, so make the 
most of this opportunity by doing the best to fulfil the 
trust vested on you. May God enable us to fulfil our 
responsibilities. Thus, treading in the path to serve the 
religion, with prayers and devotion, will make Allah 
take care of your worldly  needs and difficulties. 
Serving the religion is a blessing bestowed upon you 
by God. Every office bearer should keep  in mind that 
she is working on the Behalf of Huzur, and our aim to 
do this job is to please God.

Share each other’s happiness and sorrows:
We should be humble enough to mutually share each 
other’s sorrows and happy moments. It gives me 
pleasure to see that most of us have this virtue. Office 
bearers should not feel downhearted if they have to 
listen against themselves, and should have the 
courage to always stand by the truth. Don’t  be 
disheartened if you are targeted by  the people having 
weak faith; they usually do so when advised against 
their will and wishes. Therefore you should seek help 
from God that He might overlook your trivialities and 
weaknesses.

Office bearers are a part of the institution of 
Jamaat and Khilafat:
I present the following excerpt from Huzur’s (atba) 
khutba juma 1st july 2005, in this context: 
Huzoor said: “The office bearers of the jamaat are not 
to hold positions, but they  have been appointed to 
serve the jamaat. The administration of the jamaat is a 
part of the Caliphate-Nizam e jamaat. They are a link 
of the same. Every  office bearer within his own circle 
is responsible to discharge the duty  which has been 
allocated to him by  the Caliph of the time and 
administration of the jamaat. Therefore they must 
work hard with honesty and by  taking care of all the 
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requirements of doing justice. They should fulfil their 
duties in a way as to be counted among such office 
bearers whom people love. This is mentioned in a 
Hadith that the Holy Prophet (saw) said that the best 
chiefs among you are those whom you love and they 
love you. You pray for them and they pray for you.”

Responsible office bearers are always remembered in 
the prayers by the members of jamaat.

Every office bearer is bound to obey the one in 
authority:
It is through them that the spirit of obedience is 
inculcated among the members of jamaat .Therefore 
it  is very  important that they should present 
exemplary  behaviour of obedience by following the 
instructions of her superior and respecting her. 
Because it is then that those subservient to her will 
respect and follow her. It should be specially  watched 
that no weaknesses of the office bearers be discussed 
in homes. Members of Lajna should be stressed upon 
to respect and obey the one appointed upon them.

Office bearers should inculcate respect for Nizam 
e Jamat among the members:  I will present before 
you one of the Huzoor’s saying in this respect: 

Huzur said: "In fact it is the basic duty  of the Amirs, 
Presidents, office bearers and workers to create a 
spirit of obedience for Nizam-e-jamaat among 
themselves and also in the members of jamaat. 
Likewise, all the members of the jamat have to do the 
same i.e. to create a spirit of obedience and 
submission among themselves and their future 
generations............ As I said every one of us has to 
respect the system of jamaat himself and create this 
spirit among others too. In this way Khalifa of the 
time will be satisfied and we will be able to get 
workers, who will really do the job in the right spirit, 
who understand the system of jamaat and who are 
completely submissive to it. So, in fact the real task is 
to maintain a spirit of respect for the system of 
Jamaat and to run the organisation in the right 
direction." (Khutba Juma 5th Dec 2003)

Obedience and respect for the one in authority:
Hazur (atba) said: “It is of utmost importance that the 
one superior in authority among the office bearers are 
obeyed and respected. If the one superior in authority 
enjoins you to do some task and you have 
some objection pertaining to that, you are supposed to 

do the given task as is required due to obedience. 
Then after completing the task, you can tell the 
related office bearer that you will report this wrong 
action of his to the centre or caliph of the time.”
(Afazal International 7th July 2006)

It means that even if we have some objection, we are 
not supposed to mention it until and unless we have 
first obeyed the given instruction. 
While making up your mind about others, you should 
judge them by your own experience, rather than 
seeing through others’ eyes. It is quite possible that 
their experiences may  be misleading. Treat  everyone 
on equal basis, and never give preference to any 
member of jamaat in any matter. Being a role model 
for other members, every office bearer should be 
mindful of improving in good deeds. Heed this as it  is 
of utmost importance. Listen to these instructions for 
actually bringing them into practice and setting an 
example for others. 

The office bearer should be fair in their domestic and 
private matters:

Hazoor urged upon the office bearers to set a best 
example in this regard. If you are not able to carry  out 
your duties towards your spouses and children 
properly, and you are not able to uphold the rights of 
your son-in-laws and daughter-in-laws, you will be 
vulnerable to criticism. You should strive hard to 
overcome these weaknesses and mistakes. If you fail 
to do so, it becomes quite incumbent upon you to 
remove yourself from the given office to serve.
(Alfazl international 7th July 2006)

Heed and obey your local president and respond to 
them instantly. It is also mandatory for every office 
bearer to observe pardah. Those already observing 
should improve upon it. 
Dispatch your reports at time, as your late reports will 
subsequently delay the national report.  
Whenever calling for conveying some Jamaati 
message, always try to talk to the point. Tell them that 
you are on duty at the moment, so if you have other 
personal matters to discuss, leave them until the next 
call. But don’t take too 
much time while getting jamaati reports.

Sadar sahiba also addressed the local members of the 
West and South West jamaat. Summary of her address 
is given below:
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 Obedience is of utmost importance for 
running any organization. If you wish your 
organization to be strong, your obedience at 
every level is necessary. For the solidarity of 
the system of jamaat, you will have to obey 
your president in every respect. Your response 
to her phone calls, text messages and emails 
should not be delayed. 

 We repeat our pledge in every meeting that we 
shall give priority to our religion to all our 
worldly desires. But merely uttering the words 
of pledge is of no use, until and unless we act 
accordingly. If we will adhere steadfastly to 
our religion, God All-Mighty promises us a 
better future generation. The purpose of the 
advent of the Promised Messiah (as) was to 
lessen the distance between the Creator and 
His creation. It will make people able to 
uphold the rights of Allah and their fellow 
beings. If we abide by the teachings of Allah 
and His Prophet (saw), only then can we be 
the true representatives of Islam. 

 Pardah is a Divine favour and our true identity 
as Muslims. Every member of Lajna should 
wear coats at least up to her knees. Her hair, 
forehead and chin should be covered by the 
scarf. 

 Your New Year resolution should be based on 
the pious and spiritual objective of excelling 
each other in virtues. Indulge yourself in a 
healthy competition and mutually urge each 
other to do virtuous deeds.

 Treat others with kindness. Hasten to be the 
first to greet and embrace others. Cleanse your 
hearts and do not infuse it with envy and 
grudges, because if one’s heart is not pure of 
envy and grudges, Allah will not answer your 
supplications. 

 Never say anything as to target somebody. 
Being part of a Divine organisation, it is our 
responsibility to bring about a pious 
transformation within ourselves.

 Do not be tempted to compare yourself to 
larger and established jamaats. We are 
relatively a small jamaat, with a few 
members. We cannot compare the jamaats of 
Rabwah, London, Canada and Germany to our 
jamaat in any respect. It is not fair to criticize 
as our limited budget and scarce resources do 

not allow for this comparison. By the Grace of 
Allah, we are progressing fairly well, despite 
the fact that it has only been few years since 
we have established ourselves as a separate 
Jamaat. 

 Every meeting should take you a step forward 
towards a positive transformational change. 
Always do remember that you attend meetings 
with the objective of listening something. 
Negative criticism will hinder your learning 
process.

 Try not to interrupt during the meeting. Do 
not criticize at the spot, if you find something 
going wrong, as it is against the others self-
respect. Keep your suggestions for the end of 
the meeting, in private, with the respective 
person. If still you are not satisfied, you may 
bring you suggestion in writing to the Sadar 
Sahiba. A copy of it must also go to the local 
Sadar.

 Irregular members should not be discouraged 
lest they should abstain themselves 
completely from coming to the meetings. 
Advising bluntly in front of others may hurt 
their self-respect.

 Sadar Sahiba congratulated the West Jamaat 
that the first mosque of Ireland is being built 
in Galway, and Hazoor (atba) will probably 
grace you by his presence there. You will get 
the privilege of hosting the event. But it also 
invests upon you with a greater responsibility. 
Get prepared for the event and keep this well 
in your mind that every one of you will be the 
host. This is the opportunity for you to make 
up for the previous lapses. You should be 
ready to serve and sacrifice with all your 
heart.

After this address, the National Amla members and 
representatives gave the instructions about their 
respective departments and explained the working 
strategies. 

In the end Sadar Sahiba thanked all the present 
members of the Lajna and concluded the meeting 
with silent prayer.
By the Grace of God, the refresher course in all the 
three regions proved to be a great success.

(Translated by Tahira Chaudhry, Canada)
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Annual Taleem Report 

presented by National 
Secretary Taleem at 

Annual Ijtema 2011

Dear Members,

Peace and Blessings of Allah be on you!

First of all I would like to thank all the sisters for 
their hard work and enthusiasm in preparation for the 
competitions and making this program a success with 
their participation.  Now I will present a brief report 
of the events that took place throughout this year 
regarding Taleem department.  This is the first time 
that such a report  will be presented and the only 
purpose for this is to get an idea of our performance 
throughout the year and show appreciation for the 
efforts made by all the respective regions.

Syllabus:

This is the first time that Taleem syllabus for two 
years (October 2010 – September 2012) was 
published in a book form. The syllabus was divided 
into four parts (6 month modules). This syllabus is 
very fundamental and its’ sole purpose is to help 
build a strong educational foundation for Lajna 
Imaillah Ireland.

By the Grace of Allah the syllabus was distributed on 
time and a circular was then sent to all regional Lajna 
presidents and Taleem secretaries to cover the course 
material within a specified time period.

Throughout the year the three regional presidents and 
Taleem secretaries arranged classes in their regions 
on weekends.  The members were informed about the 
classes via text and phone.   In these classes, a lot of 
stress was given on the correct pronunciation of Holy 
Quran and when they needed the rules of Tilawat 
were also taught occasionally.  The Taleem secretaries 
also gave homework from the syllabus to Lajna 
members.

Number of classes: 

There had been 34 classes in east region, 46 in west, 
and 8 in southwest region.  Since there are less 
members in southwest region, therefore, they held 

one meeting per month in which they tried to cover 
the syllabus.

In January, the national Taleem secretary sent 
observations along with the Taleem Assessment form 
to the three regional secretaries.  The purpose for this 
was to encourage Lajna to learn the syllabus.  The 
secretaries were to assess the members every  two 
months and send that assessment to the center along 
with the monthly report. 

National refresher course:

In the month of February, refresher course for east, 
west and southwest regions was arranged in which 
the national Taleem secretary appreciated the efforts 
made by the local secretaries and pointed out the 
areas that needed improvement. 

Ashra-e-Taleem:

By the grace of Allah the department of Taleem 
celebrated Ashra-e-taleem from 1-10th March and the 
syllabus for this was sent to all regions beforehand.  
All regions successfully  implemented the syllabus; 
additional Taleem classes were also arranged to cover 
the syllabus.  “The Will” and other material from the 
syllabus was read and the Taleem secretary then 
assessed the members and sent the report to the 
center.  

Taleem papers:

First Module:

By the grace of Allah the papers for the first 2 
modules were also given.  The paper for first module 
was given in April and it was decided that the paper 
will be closed book.   As this was the first time we 
were afraid that  this might  not work out but by  the 
grace of Allah the Lajna in Ireland proved that they 
obey each and every  instruction given to them.  All 
regions agreed on one date and Lajna members came 
to the center and took the exam.  Members who came 
to their respective centers were given 10 additional 
points.  Others, who were unable to come, finished 
their paper at home.

Second Module:

Circulars were sent to all regions advising the 
secretaries to try and finish the syllabus on time.  
Lajna classes were held weekly  to improve the 
educational standard of the members. 

At the end of the 2nd module, second paper was sent 
to all regions and all members completed that as well.
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Annual Ijtema:

By the Grace and Mercy  of Allah Almighty  we are 
holding our annual Ijtema.  All Lajna members have 
come well prepared and have made this Ijtema 
successful with their full participation and I am really 
grateful to all of you for your cooperation.  The 
monthly reports that I have been receiving are 
indicative of your sincere efforts and I hope that you 
will continue to excel in your efforts so we can raise 
the standard of Lajna Imaillah Ireland.

Performance of the Taleem secretaries in the three 
regions:

EAST REGION:

In 2010 secretary Taleem arranged all Jalsas at 
Lajna level; this includes Khilafat day, Musleh Maud 
day, jalsa Seerat-un-Nabi, and Masih-e-Maud day. 
These Jalsas took place in big Jamaats, however, in 
our Jamaat this was the first  time that such Jalsas 
were arranged by Lajna. The participating members 
prepared speeches themselves for the first time and 
this has resulted in significant improvement in their 
knowledge.  The members who participated also 
included student Lajna and Nasirat. 

WEST REGION:

I will specially mention west jamaat in this regard 
that they had beautifully  covered the course and the 
level of their reports is also up to the mark.  The 
Taleem secretary was very punctual in sending the 
monthly report  and also followed all the instructions 
given by the national secretary.  

SOUTHWEST REGION:

Southwest region also covered the syllabus, the level 
of report was also good and the reports were timely.

Some Requests:

Although you must have realized that according to 
this report satisfactory work is being done but still 
there are some areas that need improvement. We must 
review our work critically to do better.  

 First request is that all of you have received 
the Ijtema syllabus through your presidents three 
months before this event. Every year syllabus is 
distributed well time before but when it  is closer to 
the Ijtema I get phone calls from Lajna requesting to 
make changes in the syllabus. If changes are made 
later then it becomes difficult  to communicate them 
to all members in different regions.  So kindly keep 

this in mind that from next time this will not happen 
and no changes will be made.  Try and prepare 
yourself on time. 

Similarly  those of you who are not attending 
any Taleem classes at all are requested to attend at 
least one class in a month.  

 Another thing is that if anyone is given a task 
with a deadline then local presidents, Taleem 
secretaries, and all members must take it  seriously 
and finish the assigned task on time. It is often seen 
that local president is receiving papers a week and 
sometimes up  to 3months after the deadline. If there 
is a genuine problem like if somebody is sick or out 
of country  then it is ok to ask your president and do 
your paper later. But otherwise this task only takes 
half an hour.

 A few things came across while checking the 
papers. A few papers looked exactly the same; they 
had the same mistakes repeated in them. The main 
purpose for these papers is to increase our 
knowledge; if you try and look for the answers 
yourselves then you will learn new information and 
this will give you a chance to revise the syllabus.  So 
kindly  avoid doing this in future and complete your 
paper yourself. May Allah reward you. 

Those of you who have distinguished 
themselves will be given prizes and the rest of the 
sisters who have taken their papers in centers will be 
called on stage to receive their certificates. 

In the end I once again sincerely  thank you all 
and I pray to Allah that he makes us all true servants 
of Islam Ahmadiyat. And we may become the true 
manifestation of this Hadith which states that it is 
compulsory  for every  male and female Muslim to 
seek knowledge.

But we should all remember that  seeking the 
knowledge of religion takes precedence over all other 
worldly knowledge because seeking the knowledge of 
religion blesses other efforts. If the standard of our 
religious knowledge is good then we can inculcate 
this knowledge to our children.  May Allah help us to 
assist and support each other in order to improve the 
standards of our religious and secular knowledge.  

(Translated by Nudrat Jahan, Dundalk)
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Meena Bazar 
It is by the great benevolence of our Gracious God 
that Lajna Imaillah Ireland is holding successful 
Meena bazars since the last  two years. The event is 
being organised in a better way with the passage of 
time. It was all because of the hard work and efforts 
of all Lajna members. I am very much grateful for the 
cooperation of Sadar Sahiba with whose help we 
were able to hold the event for the first time and now 
we are capable of holding it every  year. I am also 
thankful to all regional Sadars and members of 
Galway, Dublin and Cork jamaat, who showed keen 
interest and cooperated enthusiastically. 
We honour everyone's hard work, cooperation and 
devotion, and pray to God to always bestow His 
Favours and Bounties upon them. (Amin) 

Now, as next year has commenced, National Amla 
has suggested 23th or 24th of June for the next meena 
bazar. All the sisters who are interested to set up  a 
stall for clothes, jewellery, handicrafts etc. should 
start their preparations for the approaching event. 
They  may get their articles prepared from Pakistan so 
that they may not be bothered at  the spot. You can get 
a table booked for 20 Euros, as previously. If there 
are any suggestions, sisters can present them to their 
local Sadar lajna, and if approved by  the National 
Amla, they will consequently be taken into account 
Jazakallah.

I hope all the sisters will cooperate passionately to 
make our next meena bazar a success. I also pray to 
my Gracious God that He should overlook our 
weaknesses and enable us to carry out this important 
responsibility in a perfect way. May Allah grant us 
the ability to serve our religion purely  for the sake of 
God. May we be able to incorporate our best abilities 
and potentials in this regard.

Summarised report of the Meena Bazar 2011
Last year's meena bazar was held in June.  Along with 
the ladies of the Jamat, non-Ahmadi ladies and girls 
were also our guests at meena bazar. There were 
various stalls of eatables as well as clothes, jewellery 
and handicrafts. Scarves and burkas were also sold to 

facilitate the members. Children enjoyed bouncing 
castle very much. 
Sisters have prepared different eatables inspite of 
having small children and offered them to be sold at 
the meena bazar. 
There were samosas, pakoras and fish as well as 
icecream, milkshake and dahi barhas. Biryani, chana 
chaat and haleem were also on sale. Chicken nuggets 
and baisani naans and naans with mince filling along 
with sweets and chocolates for the children were also 
offered at the stalls. A lajna member sold household 
articles at a very reasonable price. Tea and coffee 
were also available. Alhamdulilah, with the help of all 
the members of the three regions, these events ended 
successfully.
Aliya Hafeez (National secretary trade and industry) (Translated 
by Tahira Chaudhry,Canada)

Tarbiyyat
The Promised Messiah (a.s) expects every Ahmadi to 
keep away from falsehood, fornication, adultery, 
trespasses of the eye, debauchery, dissipation, cruelty, 
dishonesty, mischief and rebellion. It  is necessary to 
constantly evaluate ourselves to see whether we are 
staying away from falsehood. Some people think these 
things as not very  important and they lie in their 
businesses dealings and their affairs, thinking that 
telling a lie is no great thing, whereas Allah Almighty 
has declared this akin to Idolatory. 

Due to the media, evils like fornication and trespass of 
the eye have become common place. On television or 
via the internet, such vulgar and useless film programs 
are seen in the homes that  push them toward these 
evils. In some Ahmadi households, young boys and 
girls especially, get  ensnared in these evils. At first, 
these films are watched because it is deemed to be 
broad mindedness to do so. Then, some unfortunate 
households practically get involved in these evils 
themselves. Fornication is actually  of the mind and of 
the eye as well, and gradually, this form of fornication 
extends into true evil doings. Parents initially do not 
take precautions, and when the water has passed under 
the bridge, then they lament that their children have 
gone astray and their progeny is destroyed. Therefore, 
it is important  that they be vigilant beforehand. Stop 
their children from sitting in front of the TV during 
vulgar programs. They should also keep an eye on their 
use of the internet. 

(Hazrat Khalifatul Masih V, Friday Sermon 23rd April 2010)
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Weaning 
(by Dr Rubina Karim)

Today I would like to share a little about how and 
when to start weaning. Weaning is really  an important 
time of a child’s life.  The guidelines about weaning 
are changing dramatically. In the last decade it was 
advised to start weaning when babies were between 4 
and 6 months old. But at present, the recommendation 
is to start at 6 months. 

Actually we all should know that until six months of 
age, breast milk or infant formula milk can provide 
all the nourishment needed for adequate growth and 
development of a baby. From six months onwards 
nutrient stores such as iron, zinc, vitamin A and D 
become depleted and energy requirements increase 
beyond that which can be provided by milk. 

We all know that, every infant is different  and some 
will develop (achieve their mile stone) more quickly 
than others. For this reason it may be appropriate to 
introduce non-milk foods into the diet before six 
months. It is also important to remember that at four 
months, an infant’s ability  to control and swallow 
foods in the mouth is limited and the risk of choking 
is higher, it is therefore important to proceed with 
caution.

It is now thought that, in general, babies under 6 
months have kidneys and intestines that are not 
mature enough to cope with a more diverse diet and 
that early weaning can increase the risk of infections 
and the development of allergies like eczema and 
asthma. Some studies suggest that waiting until 6 
months gives a baby's digestive system more time to 
mature.  

Babies born pre-term (before 37 weeks of gestation) 
may not quite be ready to wean at 6 months and 
therefore it may be best to speak with a GP or health 
Nurse before solid foods are introduced.

Having said all that, babies do develop at different 
rates, but when your baby is showing signs of being 
ready  to start solid foods before six months then you 
could try some solids. 

So keep an eye on your baby at meal times and look 
out for clues. Your baby is ready to wean if they can:

• Stay in a sitting position and are able to hold 
their head steady. 

• Co-ordinate their eyes, hands and mouth, can 
look at food, grab it, and put  it in their mouths 
all by themselves. 

• Swallow their food. Babies who are not ready 
will often push their food back out, so get 
more around their faces than they  do in their 
mouths. 

Don't rush into weaning your baby. If you wait until 
your baby  is ready they will very quickly  be able to 
feed themselves which means you won’t have to 
spend as much time spoon feeding them and there 
will be less mess too! 

A couple more things to think about when making the 
decision to wean early: 
• Never start weaning before the end of your 

baby's fourth month (17 weeks). 
• Never put solids (baby rice, rusk, cereal etc) 

in your baby's bottle. 
• Remember, if your baby was born pre-term 

they  may not be quite as ready to wean as a 
full term baby. 

• If there is a history of allergies in your 
family, you may wish to delay  the 
introduction of certain foods. Start out slowly 
with very basic purees and if you do decide to 
wean your baby  onto solids before six months, 
don’t give eggs, cheese and dairy products, 
fish and shellfish, citrus fruits or any foods 
containing gluten. 

And now I’ll explain different stages of weaning and 
try to keep  them simple so that all mothers can follow 
them easily and enjoy this time with their babies.

Stage one (six months) – 

Taking the first step

The first step in the weaning process is simply to 
introduce the infant  to the idea of solid foods rather 
than for any nutritional gain.
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A good way to start is by offering small amounts 
(one-two tsp) of mashed vegetables or fruit or gluten 
free cereal mixed with breast or infant milk after milk 
feed (or in the middle if this is more successful).

Babies should be sitting upright to avoid choking and 
foods should be at an appropriate temperature i.e. not 
too hot or too cold.

Food should always be offered on a spoon not from a 
bottle.

Milk should still form the main basis of the diet, with 
solid food offered once a day increasing the quantity 
over a period of several weeks.

Salt and sugar should not be added to weaning foods 
as this will only encourage a taste for sweet or salty 
foods later in life.

Stage two (six-nine months) 

Introducing new tastes and textures

The second step is to try some new tastes and textures 
e.g. different fruits and vegetables, custard, yogurt, 
fromage frais, pureed meat etc. Whilst still 
maintaining a soft smooth consistency, it is important 
to gradually  introduce mashed and minced foods as 
well as purees.

The amounts offered can also be gradually  increased 
as dictated by the baby’s appetite.

Each day, babies should try to have:
• two or three servings of starchy  foods e.g. 

potato, pasta, bread, rice
• two servings of fruit and vegetables
• one serving of meat, fish, pulses e.g. peas, 

beans, lentils or a well cooked egg with a 
solid yolk.

• 500-600 ml breast or infant milk

If the baby refuses the food it is best to leave it and 
try again later on so as not to cause distress.

It is important to wait for the baby to open his/her 
mouth before offering the food and to allow them to 
use their hands and touch the food to enable them to 
explore the new situation.

Soft finger foods such as cooked pieces of vegetable 
or fruit, and cubes of cheese are a good option once 
the baby is able to hold things.

Meals should finish with a drink of breast or infant 
formula milk as taken. As more solid food is 
consumed, less milk will be required.

Breast or infant milk should still be offered first thing 
in the morning and at bedtime as consumption of 
milk is still important to ensure all nutrient 
requirements are being met.

Cow’s milk is not suitable to include in the diet until 
at least 12 months of age.

Stage three (nine-twelve months) 

Increasing intake of solid foods and trying 
different textures

As the baby  becomes a little older, it will be possible 
to introduce a wider variety of foods. This is 
important to ensure that  the baby is receiving 
adequate nutrients to meet requirements and to 
become exposed to as many  different tastes and 
textures as possible.

Combining foods such meat or pulses and vegetables 
together in a puree is a great way of helping your 
baby to receive his/her recommended nutrient intake.

Finger foods are especially useful as this allows the 
baby to touch and hold the food and to begin feeding 
him/herself.

Harder finger foods such as pieces of carrot or apple 
can be given as the child begins to develop teeth.

Tooth friendly snacks such as cubes of cheese and 
yogurt with fruit  are a good idea to protect the 
developing teeth.

The amount of solid food offered can be increased to 
more substantial servings and

milk given as much as is required.

Ideally each day babies should be having:

• three-four servings of starchy foods e.g. 
potato, pasta, bread and rice

• three-four servings of fruit and vegetables
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• At least one serving of meat, fish or egg or at 
least two servings of pulses (peas, beans, 
lentils).

• 500-600ml of infant milk or breast milk
•

The amount of food given will depend on each 
individual. It is best to respond to the baby’s appetite, 
offering more if they  appear hungry or less if not. 
Babies tend to be the best regulator of their own 
intake and will let you know if they are not getting 
enough!

Stage four (12 months onwards) 

Learning to chew and eat on their own

The aim of weaning is to enable your child to 
consume the same foods as the rest of the family. As 
the infant grows in confidence, a wider range of 
flavours and textures can be offered.

Ideally each day babies should be having:

• four servings of starchy foods e.g. potato, 
pasta, bread and rice

• four servings of fruit and vegetables 
• At least one serving of meat, fish or egg, or at 

least two servings of pulses (peas, beans or 
lentils)

• At least two-thirds of a pint (350ml) of cow’s 
milk or at least two servings of yogurt or 
cheese.

•

Now in the end I would like you to keep this in your 
mind that weaning is a gradual process and mothers 
must ensure that they progress at the right pace for 
the baby, without rushing. 

This may take some time but it is important to 
remain patient and to keep trying.

RAkH PESHE NAzAR

By Hadrat Nawab Mubarika Begum Sahiba 
(Daughter of the Promised Messiah (a.s)

Keep in mind that time, O sister when you used to 
be buried alive

The walls of your home wailed, whenever you came 
into the world

When the blood of your father’s false pride used to 
boil

‘Twas as if your mother had given birth to a snake, 
so panic-stricken was she

Those who nourished you with their blood and 
sweat were the very ones who shed your blood

Consideration for your benign existence was 
overpowered by the hatred for your kith and kin

‘Twas as if you were a mere stone or pebble, 
without any feelings-without emotions

Remember your disgrace, when you were 
distributed as a part of inheritance

The ‘Mercy for the whole world’ arrives and he 
becomes your champion

You too, are considered human; he grants to you all 
your rights

He releases you from these atrocities

So send blessings upon that benefactor, a hundred 
upon a hundred times a day

Holy Muhammad Mustafa (Peace and Blessings of 
God be upon him), the chief of all the prophets

 (Ayesha Magazine - Fall 2011)
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Your Letters
Dear Respected Sadr Lajna Ima'illah Ireland, 
Tayyaba Mashood,

Assalam Alaikum wa Rahmatullahe wa Barakatohu!

I have received the copy of Maryam, which delighted 
me very much, Jazakallah. I was touched by the 
heartfelt joy expressed regarding the visit of Hudhur 
Anwar (atba) to Ireland. it must have been most 
uplifting and memorable.

May it be a source of blessings for those who worked 
on it and those who read it.

Humbly requesting your prayers,

Wassalam, 

Saliha Malik

Sadr Lajna Ima'illah USA

.................................................................................

Respected Sadar Sahiba,  Lajna Imaillah Ireland, 

Assalam o Alaikum Warrahmatullah e Wabarakatuhu,

Hope you are fine and engaged in performing your 
religious duties. May God graciously bestow you with 
more and more opportunities to serve your religion. 
(Amin)

Recently we received "Maryyam"- the educational 
periodical of Lajna Imaillah Ireland (Jazakallah). 
Mashallah, all the articles were very informative. 

May Allah increase you in your religious and 
educational endeavours, and always help you to 
progress onwards (Amin). 

We are mailing you a copy of educational and literary 
magazine Al-Nisa (September-December 2011) - a 
publication by Lajna Canada. 

We hope you like this volume and do inform us about 
your valuable suggestions. Thanks 

Salam to all the members from me and Lajna Canada.

Wassalam, 

Khaaksaar,

Amtul Noor
Sadar lajna Immaillah Canada.
......................................................................................
(Translated by Tahira Chaudhry, Canada)

Quotable Quotes
• Every morning you are handed 24 golden 

hours. They are one of the few things in this 
world, which you get free of charge. If you 
had all the money in the world, you couldn't 
buy an extra hour. What will you do with this 
priceless treasure? Remember, you must use 
it, as it is given only once. Once wasted you 
cannot get it back.

• Good Things Come To Those Who Wait, 
Better Things Come To Those Who Try,  Best 
Things Come To Those Who Believe. Desired 
Things Come To Those Who Pray.

• Anger is a feeling that makes your mouth 
work faster than your mind.

• The World May Judge You Negatively
For Your Deeds,
But Being True To Yourself Is Better
Than Being a Liar Just To Impress
Everyone.

Sent by Nazia Zaffar (Dublin)
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Nasirat ul Ahmadiyya Pages

Kindness towards Parents
One of the principal teachings of the Holy Qur’an is that one should show great respect to one’s parents. In 

Islam, the love of parents and the duty owed to them stands higher than the love of children and the duty owed 
to them.

This shows that in old age, parents need to be tended to as carefully and affectionately as little children are 
looked after in their childhood, by their parents.

The Holy Prophet Muhammad( saw) has said, “Paradise lies at the feet of your mother.” Once a man came to 
him (saw) and asked, “Messenger of Allah! Which one of my relations has the prior claim to my devotions?”

The Holy Prophetsaw replied, “Your mother”.
The man asked, “And after her?”

The Holy Prophetsaw replied, “Your mother”.
The man asked a third time, “And after my mother?” He still replied, “Your mother”.

When he (saw) was asked the fourth time, The Holy Prophet (saw) replied, “Your father and after him other 
relations according to their degrees of kinship.”

When Mecca fell to the Muslims, and the Holy Prophet (saw) entered the city, Hadhrat Abu Bakrra brought his 
father, a very old man, to meet him.

Holy Prophet (saw)  said to Hadhrat Abu Bakrra, “Why did you put your father to trouble by making him come 
to me? I would have gladly gone to see him myself.”

He (saw) also said, “Most unfortunate is the person who is granted an opportunity to serve his parents yet he 
fails to win paradise through kindness to them.”
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Recipe for
Oreo Cupcakes

Estimated Cooking Time: About 25 to 30 
minutes

Ingredients
1 package Oreo Cookies, regular size
1 package Mini Oreo Cookies, for decoration 
(optional)
1 package chocolate cake mix (mix according 
to directions on box)
8 ounces cream cheese, room temperature
1/2 cup butter (1 stick), room temperature
3 3/4 cups powdered sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
cupcake cases

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Mix packaged 
cake mix according to directions (do not 
bake). Line cupcake tins with liner, place a 
regular size Oreo cookie in the bottom of 
each liner. Take 1/2 of remaining cookies and 
chop coarsely and add to cake mix. Fill the 
cupcake tins. Bake for 15 minutes (or 
according to box directions). While cupcakes 
are baking make the frosting.

Cream together butter and cream cheese. 
Add vanilla, and then add powdered sugar 
slowly until blended well. Chop remaining 
regular-sized Oreos very fine (I put the 
cookies in the food processor instead of 
trying to chop them up super fine and it 
worked out

really well). Add to frosting. After cupcakes 
have cooled frost and decorate with Mini 
Oreos.

Sent by Fareeha Aleem

Ten Tips to Stay Healthy
1. Allah said not to eat dead meat because there 

will still be blood in the meat and you are 
not supposed to eat the blood because it is 
not good for you. You have to slaughter it in 
a certain way so all the blood comes out. 

2. You should eat healthy foods more often 
than you eat cookies, brownies, ice cream, or 
any other dessert. 

3. You should go outside and play, and only 
play video games for one hour. 

4. Don‟t eat too much. Stop eating while you 
are still hungry. 

5. Dress properly when you go out. 

6. Rinse your hands before you eat. 

7. Use clean dishes for eating and drinking. 

8. Rinse or brush your teeth after every meal. 

9. Stay home when you are sick. 

10. Keep your room clean all the time.
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Multiple Choice Quiz Series 
Part 4

(Based on Hajj) 

by Fareeha Aleem (Dublin)

Q. 1 Which pillar of Islam is Hajj?
a
b
c
d

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Q. 2 Hoe many times must a person perform Hajj in his 
life ? (at least)

a
b
c
d

Once
Twice
3 times
4 times

Q. 3 Where do people go for Hajj?
a
b
c
d

Cave Hira
Mecca
Medina
Qadian

Q. 4 What month is Hajj performed in ?
a
b
c
d

Muharram
Ramadhan
Shawwal
Dhul Hijah

Q. 5 What month of the Islamic calendar is Dhul Hijah?
a
b
c
d

Last
Second
First
10th

Q. 6 What celebration comes after Hajj ?
a
b
c
d

Eid ul Fitr
Eid ul Adha
Jalsa
Christmas

Q. 7 What is walking aroud Kaabah called?
a
b
c
d

Tawaaf
Arafat
Umrah
Muzdaifah

Q. 8 Which mosque is the Kaabah situated in ?
a
b
c
d

Masjid al Haram
Masjid -e- Nabwi
Bait-ul-Futuh
Fazl Mosque

Q. 9 What is the stoning of devil called?
a
b

Arafat
Ramay al Jamarat

Q. 10 How many rounds must you do around the Kaabah?
a
b
c
d

5
20
7
35

Please find all the answers on next page!

Words once uttered 
cannot be taken back 

The Holy Qur’an: “Verily, the ear and the eye 
and the heart - all these shall be called to 
account” (17:37)

Words once uttered cannot be taken back nor 
can you control the effects of what you have 
said. Therefore it is advisable to think before 
you speak lest you say something that you will 
later regret. Your words may have grave effects 
on your family, friends, or community. It  is 
also best to refrain from loose talk, since the 
habit of loose talk often leads to speaking 
without thinking and results in calamities that 
you cannot control.

When you think before you speak, you can 
better
evaluate what you are going to say  and 
determine if it
will cause any harm. If what you are about to 
say is
going to cause any kind of trouble, you will 
more than
likely refrain from speaking it. At times what 
you are
about to say may not cause harm in itself, 
however, your tone or demeanor may cause 
trouble and so by thinking before speaking, 
you can speak your thoughts in a more 
acceptable manner.

There may be times when you have to deliver 
bad news and if you think before you speak, 
you can formulate the words in such a manner 
so as not to deliver your news abruptly. This 
will help the recipient of bad news to better 
handle it. In this regard, you not only  avoid 
causing trouble, but also, in fact help alleviate 
it.
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New Year, 

New Resolutions...
I came across this article in the Review of Religions a 
while ago and thought to share it with all of you.

As another year came to a close and a new one began, 
nations across the world euphorically celebrated with 
magnificent firework displays across major cities. 
Sadly, for many this only occasioned a pretext to 
drink, socialize and engage in merry-making. For 
believers however, the beginning of anything new is 
an opportunity to render thanks and praise to Allah, 
the Almighty, for His bounties in the past and to 
beseech Him to bestow on them even greater bounties 
and shelter them under the mantle of His impenetrable 
protection in the future.

While for many the New Year will give rise to trite 
resolutions about eating, drinking or shopping less, 
the believers resolve more than ever before to enhance 
their standards of piety and righteousness, to become 
more sincere in their devotion, more eager in their 
response to the call of duty and to proliferate their 
supplications and prayers in the future. 

The dawn of each year reminds us that we are on this 
earth only for a finite time and draws our attention to 
the following Divine exhortation of the Holy Quran:

“By the testimony of time, surely, man is in a state of 
loss, except those who believe and do good works, 
and exhort one another to accept the truth, and exhort 
one another to be steadfast”.

(ch.103: verse2-4)

Paying heed to the heavenly guidance, the inception 
of a new year should bring with it an increasing 
imperative. More than a composite of the usual 
emaciated resolutions, we should resolve and strive to 
instil within ourselves a relentless yearning to achieve 

a pious change in our live, to act with remarkable 
kingness, humility, gratitude, justice and truthfulness 
in every sphere of life, to instil greater God-
consciousness in our hearts and to stand tallest among 
the servants of Allah.

The birth of any new period of reckoning is indeed a 
time for self evaluation but it is only by making it a 
time for true spiritual awakening would we be 
included in that righteous class, described in the 
following terms by Allah, the Almighty, Himself in 
the Holy Quran:

“They believe in Allah and the Last Day, and enjoin 
what is good and forbid evil, and hasten vying with 
one another, in good works. And these are among the 
righteous.”

(ch. 3. Verse: 115)

May Allah enable everyone to act upon the beautiful 
teachings of Islam and to enjoy a blessed, peaceful 
and prosperous 2012.

Ameen.

[Fareeha Aleem]

[Source: The Review of Religions] 

   
 Multiple Choice Quiz 

Series - Answers!!
Q. 1:   D- 5th
Q. 2:   A- Once
Q. 3:   B - The Mecca
Q. 4:   D - Dhul Hijjah
Q. 5:   A - Last
Q. 6:   B - Eid ul Adha
Q. 7:   A - Tawaf
Q. 8:   A. Masjid ul Haram
Q. 9:   B. Ramay al Jamarat
Q.10:   C. 7
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